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Baruch College is being reviewed
for accreditation this fall, according
to the Provost's Office.' ..
Day Se:ssien StudeRtGovernment
President Ainsley Boisson bas been
electedBarueh representative to the
University Student Senate.

By BOLLY III'ITMAN

A smoking policy has been instated at Baruch College. The
By DOUG DROHAN
policy, which came into effect as of
By-RlI'A LEAHY
June 1988, is required by the New
Yorlc City Clean Indoor Air Act
Carl Rollyson is the newly ap- and must be followed by all the City
College Office Assistant Jean- there were only two jobs available. I
pointed Acting Associate Provost Universities of. New York. This nette Shuck blames ~ 'office pressed the issue as far as the Profor Academic Affairs for the col- detailed and stringent policy has politics" for her removal from the vost's Office in order to maintain
lege.
many individuals atBarucb talking,
Student Activities· Office. Shuck status quo in my department," he
Chosen in late August, Rollyson smokers and non smokers alike.
was transferred to· the Registrar's stated and added that the final decihas previously served as the AssisAmongst.the many regulations Office because another College sion to place Shuck in the
tant Dean of the Graduate School listed in the policy is the prohibition employee, Carmen Soler , returned Registrar's Office was based on
at WaYne State University in of smoking in such places as from a three year maternity leave. "the . needs for the department
Detroit, Mich. prior to his coming auditoriums, classrooms, elevators, Soler'soriginal position was in the (Dean of Student's Office.)"
to Baruch last September to serve as hallways, restrooms, and rooms or . Dean of Students Office.
. "Jeanette had a certain energy
the Associate Dean of Liberal Arts areas contajning .photoc;opyiDa or
.According to the Dean of with the students that we liked,"
and Sciences; combined with hisother' office equipment used by Students Samuel Johnson, Soler
said Debra Bick-Duggan. Assistant
more than 15 yms as an ecluattor employees. _SmokiDa is- permitted, was not given her old position back Director of Student Activities.
at various institutions, has made however, in ~ enclosed of- because "Three years "ago, comThere is currently a petition being
. RoDYsoD confidenttbat -he' will be ' fices, and in enclosea·aras oc- pulers weRBOt llR integral parlof 'circulated by·students· askiDa· ·that
able to baJ¥l1e the respQDSibilitics apied exdusively by pcr50ns who this office. Now tbey are. The per- ~ Shuck be reinstated at the Student
which come with being the either request, or do not object to, son in' my office now is famjtiar Activities...
e_G'. ~diDa
to
one
-.
Associate Provost.
the cksilfl'dion of the area for with the compu.ter. Carmen's skiDs
Asked exactly what these smoii:Da~:'. .
match better over there (the Student

Provost

The Day' Session Student
Government will allot SI02,OOO for
school spending and SI94,OOO for
student clubs.
Two Lower Council and one Upper Council positions are available
on the DSSG.

Daycare
.Program
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Caribbean Club'
Initiates Jamaican
Relief Effort

-----

By MICHAEL G. ROBINSON

source, close to one -tboasand .-sir- .
natures have been coIlectecl thus far.
When asked what kind of clout a
petition may have in reversin& a

NeW

idIIt

decision, Jotmson said, "It might
have an effect." He further added,
"I think a petition isa sood idea. It
shows that the-studemlS are becoming8ctive.. aRd less passiYc (about
coDeae policy). "
With . . commotioD it is easy
to overlook the effects this may
have on Soler • "She did DOt ask to
be put in this position. !be is in a
situab<M wllCie . . . . . job to do

~d_ Plo." 0Irt
L»I)•••

New York." Other duties be mentioned were dealina with ~

Bfadng the school (such as retention'

~ of students), amd helping students
. ~ to handle varioos aspects of coBeae
~ life. (Rollyson is the supervisor of

(s. ",.. ~ Coli _2)

!5 the Freshman' 0rieDtati0n Pro-

.aTaml.. One of the

major projects
which the Provost's Office will be
working on this year wiD be the
reaccreditation of the eoHeae,
- which wiD involve writinI a study
coveriDa both the stroDI and the
Weak. poiau of the col1eIe and its
. . . ., ••11 pi 9 i'Jiii (3"
prcseDt~ljtioD.~bis
layout ()f tile
·1IICh as the
duties, . . . . . said the job of the
locatioD of .Ai sPeer, with
Also We~· is '-W loot for
special reprcl to chmIiDI u.s for
wayS to ~ the' acadanW: life·
childresi still in -cJiaPift;· .
ana' atmosptlere at BaI ach.',
The oriIi.... ftmcIi. of. $15,000 - Bc,** his pGlitioDis ODe·of "ae--'
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EDITORIALS
Childcare 'R Us

Too Black, Too Strong
Jamaica: What .Does -The Future Hold?

Hey, the Baruch administration wants to form anew club. They want all the students to pay twice for
it, too. But, not everyone can join.
Unfair, you say?
Yes it is unjust. But our administrators want to be the "good guys." They want to promote the progressive image that's now the trend. So why not have the students pay?
Funding for a proposed Baruch daycare center for students is still unclear. CUNY is funding half of
this project. The other half is expected to be matched by Baruch with student money skimmed from the
profits of the bookstore and the college-owned vending macllines.
But wait, you're not done paying yet.
In an interview, Dean of Students Samuel Johnson metioned the potential likelihood .of a student
referendum asking for a fee increase which would subsidize a daycare center's start-up costs.
This would be "double taxation" of all students for a service that will only be used by a part of the
total student body. Students will already be funding this' center through the taxes they pay New York
State and New York City; through their use of the college bookstore: and by using the soda and vending
machines on campus. It must be remembered that unlike student- Iee-supported clubs and student
organizations, a daycare center will not have the potential to be used by every student, only by students
with children.
What the administration should do is fund a daycare program that allows the parents of these children
to pay a reduced, special student rate.
Students already fund these dreams. Don't make them pay twice for a few administrators' castles in the
.
air.

s

By MICHAEL G. ROBINSON
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Two Women and A Baby
When a woman returns after taking . .n aternity leave the state-of affairs back at work can sometimes be
very difficult. Even when a worker leaves for a short time, another person is usually hired to take over for
the interim period. What has happened at Baruch, however, is far more complex. Carmen Soler ) a
former employee from the Dean of Students' Office took three years maternity leave and is now returning
as a worker in the Student Activities' Office.
Unfortunately, this occurrence has unpleasantramifications; the Student Activities' Office has lost
Jeanette Shuck, a popular and valuable employee. A petition has already been circulated urging the administration to keep Shuck in the Student Center where she can continue to be of service to the students and
their clubs. Shuck has been transferred to the Registrar's Office to make room for Soler who was not
given her original position as she is not familiar with the computer system in the dean's office. According
to Dr. Samuel Johnson, the dean of students, "Three years ago computers were not an integral part of
this office."
This problem has been handled poorly by the administration and is unfair to both Solers and Shuck. By
not taking the time to train Solers onthe computer and providing her with what amounts to a lesser job,
she is in effect being demoted. After all, if she had been at Baruch during the last three years she would
have had to have been taught how to utilize the equipment. As a civil servant with a permanent appointment she legally had the option of taking up to four years maternity leave. She does not deserve to be
penalized for becoming a mother.
Shuck, by contrast is a provisional employee which by definition means that she must not expect that
any job she receives will be permanent. The students, however, are entitled to have employees in the Student Center who they view as responsive and caring. Shuck fits the bill, which makes one wonder why the
administration chose to tamper with a situation that could have been avoided.

[

This letter concerns the editorial
"The Human Cost of Improvement" and the accompanying
Quote of the Fortnight in your
Sept. 13 issue.
In the Quote Charles Kauffman,
the' owner of the landmarked saddlery business on Site B, tell us
"Harvard and Yale don't go tearing
apart their historic communities
just for the sake of expansion." I
disagree. At least since the. advent
of Sputnik, these universities have
profoundly altered the character of
downtown. Cambridge and New
Haven with many new, towering
office-like buildings, principally for
the hard sciences. These structures
are .quite incongruent with Harvard's Georgian and Yale's NeeGothic architecture. Princeton
erected a modem skyscraper to
house its mathematics department
and has turned formerly bucolic
Princeton Township into a driver's
nightmare with the research parks
on Route 1. Closer to home, NYU
is buying up buildings in the East
Village and even Union Square,
changing its neighborhood by gentrifying it. And Columbia is trying
to acquire many apartments on the
Upper West Side that it doesn't
already own in order to house its
faculty and students. Last, Mr.
Kauffman is old enough to
remember that the student insurrection at Columbia in the '60's was

On Monday the 12th of
September,
Gilbert, the fiercest
cepted. Send to: Correspondence,
The TIcker, 137 E 22nd St, NY, NY hurricane of the century, slam10010, Box 442.
med into the Caribbean island
of Jamaica. According to the
Regents, the State Budget Office,
the State Dormitory Authority, the latest reports from the
State Legislature and the Governor Jamaican government, 36 peo(apologies to anyooe I've omitted). ple were killed and 500,000 were
Mikulsky is obviously not primarily made homeless. The damage is
responsible for this choice. Second, estimated to be In excess of 8
the editorial offers no evidence of billion dollars. But the hurricane
her lack of concern or dissembling. also served to change the
If The Ticker is in possession of politicaJ landscape of the counsuch evidence, it is certainly try.
newsworthy. Yet in the lengthy
Long considered a haven for
news article accompanying this
N~rth American and European
editorial, the word MIKULSKY
does not appear. Mikuls)cy's office tourists, Jamaica, an island
has overseen a dramatic improve- with a population of 2.4 million
people, was in the midst of an
ment and expansion of the physical
plant at Baruch, greatly benefiting intense political campaign.
students, faculty and staff. Surely Prime Minister Edward P. Seaga
she deserves more balanced treat- leader of the ruling Jamaica
ment from The Ticker.
Labor Party (JLP) was behind in
the polls to former Prime
Sincerely yours,
Minister Michael Manley of the
Mark Sheingorn
People's National Party (PNP).
Professor of Mathematics
While space prevents me from
Member, Faculty Senate
accurately describl ng the major
Finance Committee
political parties in Jamaica,
Seaga's JLP with its emphasis
on busi ness and a market
Who's Stupid/
economy can be likened to the
Repubfican party here. ManJ ey 9 s
To the Editor:
PNP with its emphasis on helping the poor, who constitute an
The plan to increase foreign
students' tuition certainly does overwhelming majority of
show how stupid (and vicious) the Jamaica's population, follows
bureaucrats are, but the
bureaucrats who suggested it are
not stupid - they have very ugood"
..,
.
the· .
f1

'.

Michael Robinson
Anthony Saitta
Anne Schwimmer
Angela Sbankar

By LINDA ZUECH_.

Randel Steven Stubbs

Jerry Tan
Linda Zuech

- - - - - --------------

Letters
to Joel Segall

Qu_()!ation of the Fortnight

The Ticker prints letters to our beloved college president, Joel

-Carol Berkin, the former associate provost on her decision to go back to being a history professor.

next issue: OCT 11
closing date for ad copy: OCT 5

I

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E. 22 St., New York N.Y.
10010, Room 301F. All work except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contributions and letters are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and typesetting by Jae Kim Printing Co. Inc., 40 W. 22 St., New York, NY
10010. •

Segall, to provide a venue through which students can express their
thoughts and address their questions to Baruch's top guy. We encourage all to write. Also, Mr. Segall is invited to return the courtesy .
and write responses back to the students so that they may be printed
in future issues .

Dear President SegaD,
·1 will be graduating
I

soon and

have thought about how nice it
would be for Baruch to conduct its
graduation ceremonies in the outdoors, perhaps somewhere in Central Park. While I have great respect
for the Felt Forum, the present

-

- - - -- ---------_ .. _---- -- -_ .. -

the liberal Democratic tradition.
Despite campaign promises
to the contrary, the J LP under
Edward Seaga has not i mproved
the liVing standards of the peepie. This is true, despite the fact

~

locale for Baruch's commencements, I feel that the outdoors would offer a symbolic touch
of our graduates entrance into the
world, not to mention a refreshing
change. How do you fell about this
proposal?
Sincerely,
A.T. Nguyen

'.

Address all letters to: i-'resident Joel Segall c/o The Ticker. 137 E:& .:
.',
22nd St.. Box 442. New York. NY 10010.

._...._--

----~._-_._-----_
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DREAMS
Wi __ -

~- - -~~

Close your eyes and imagine
yourself being at the top of a
mountain. You are surrounded .
by tall shady trees and you can
hear the sound of a running
stream and birds singing to
each other. The air is cool and
fresh, the day, warm and
golden. Around you there- are
gentle slopes rising and failing,
covered in lush green.
The place I describe is not
from a dream. This is a place I
had the opportunity to visit
while I was in California. When I
get stuck in traffic, stuck on the
subway, or even stuck trying to
cross Park Avenue (dodging
cabs all the way) I imagine
myself back at a spot like this
one. Where exactly is this idyllic
spot? Would you believe on the
campus of a communit~ co!.
lege? This college, the Untverstty of California at Santa Cruz, or
Cabrillo, is a commut~r school,
for the most part. It. IS a commuter sch~l, ju~t like B8ru~h
is, yet nothing like Baruch In
any way.
When a person chooses to go
to Baruch College, he/she gives
up a great deal, perhaps more
than they know. Baruch is a
school without a campus,
without even a central location

per capita basis, is the most indebted nation in the world. If the
debt were distributed evenly
throughout the respective
populations, Jamaica's debt
would be twice that of Brazil ,

that the Reagan administration the third world's largest debtor
exerted its influence to secure country.
funding tor Jamaica through
The social services in
multilateral institutions such as Jamaica are in disarray. Prof.
the IMF, the World Bank and the Thomas has figures that show
Inter-American Development that over 40 percent of
Bank.
Jamaican chi1dren under the
According to data compiled age of four show signs of
by Prof. Clive Y. Thomas, Direc- malnutrition. Remember, this
lor of the Institute of Develop- was the situation before the
ment .Studies at the University hurricane.
of Guyana and author of The
Continued on Page 6, Col. 1
Poor and the Powerless:
Economic Policy and Change in
the Caribbean, Jamaica, on a

Subiecti e Perspective
_--_.-_
AGRARIAN

,,

Roland A. Parks

--- ------------ ---_.

All typed and signed letters are ac-

- -- •. _-.--

-----------

if you have only one flavor of ice cream - [love vanilla, but I love strawberry

.
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Founded in 1932

HIt's like
more. "
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1968/1988
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By RANDEL STEVEN STUBBS

in the city. The buildings are
spread forcing students to
brave the dangers of New York
City traffic just trying to walk to
class. The buildings at Baruch,
though much improved since I
have been here, are hardly a
thing of beauty or
joy, ever.
Even on a sunny day the view of
the city looks gray from the
layer upon layer of dirt on the
windows. There is never enough
space where it is needed,.
especially in the library or even
in most classrooms. There is
not one place within the
buildings to sit down or purchase decent food.
The problems I outline' are
not new ones every student
knows them and I suspect t.hey
were around before Baruch was
even an independent college.
However I have not come to
tolerate these problems better
over the years I have been here,
each day they annoy me a bit
more. I suppose my disgust with
the problems with the Baruch
experience was aggravated by.
my - visits to compuses in
California, both at Cabrillo and
U.C. at Berkeley. Yet I think the
thing that brought it out most
was the occasion. I visited
Continued on Page 6 9 Col. 3

Nineteen-sixty eight, we saw
America torn between an
enigma of hope and the bitterness of tragedy. She was a
nation trying to understand her
surrounding impasses, but
formed the wrong solutions to
solve them, for her conservative
ideologies obliterated her of
freshess, while scolding her
conscientious with the guilt we
presently face. If it was not for
the events of 1968, then we
would not understand
1988
America.
The Vietnam War, the student
rebellions, the King and Ken·'
nedy assassinations, the black
community response to the
King assassination, the
Democratic race for the
presidency, the Chicago convention, and other myriad
events are tragically connected
and bitterly divisive. Each of
these occurences are connected and carry certain connotations to the event ,which
followed, if we· look at these
events chronologically. Those
who we call the power Alite, the
few individuals who actually run
the country, may have planned
two assassinations which made
1968 an abysmal year in
Continued on Page S, Col. 1

The opinions expressed 01}. the 9P:ED page. by individual writers are not
necessarily '~bos~ of The' Ticker editorial staff; ~ . ' ...' -.
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OP-ED
ago, Jackson isn't selling
out hi s race because of hi s oddities. Unless of course one
means the human race.

A Double Standard
L.

••• •

No Way

By CHRISTOPHER A. WARD
---~

After reading his "Too Black,
Too Strong" column in the
september 13 issue, I find It
much easier to view Michael
Robinson NOT as the zealot
Afro-American columnist he attempts to be but rather as the
white, redneck KKK-card-carry-..
ing bus driver who tried to force
Rosa Parks to the back of the
bus in 1955, when Parks protested' saying the segregation
laws were unfair and a double
standard existed. The white,
racist version of our own Robinson answered, "Double Standard... So what?"
Robinson seems to think that
racism and prejudice are okay as
long as he is the aggressor
rather than the victim of such
hatred. To this end. he has
created his own Mein Kampf in
a column entitled "Too Black,
Too Strong." No, this column is
not about coffee. It is for blacks
only. Those students who lack
the necessary pigmnentation
can read it if they want, but it is
not for them. If Robinson rrad
his way, this would be a "Blacks
Only" world. "Double standard?
Robinson's reply "So what."

He has decided to use the
column to promote racial

-----

----~-----~-~--~---

up issues of Vogue maqazlne
and can't fi nd a black face for
months. The rest of us pick up
one issue and see many. tf ten
pages go by without a black
face in a fashion rnaoazine it's a
rarity.
Robinson sees famous black
stars not as successes but Uncle Toms. Eddie Murphy is an
Uncle Tom. He calls young
black men "niggers" in his act,
according to Robinson. I guess
then that young blacks hanging
out on Sutphin Blvd. in Jamaica
who call each other by the same
term are also Uncle Tom's.

segregation by giving us his
own distorted views of the
world at large. The world of a
tormented black graduate student in the inner city who is
faced with racial hatred
everywhere. It is the story of a
black man who can't get a fair
shake in a white world. So what
if he can go into the same
stores and schools as his white
. counterparts. So what if there
are laws against discrimination
and segregation. American
society owes RObinson and
every black person in America.
America owes blacks more than
"The Civil Rights
equality and an end to prejudice, What Robinson wants is
struggle showed the
his turn to be racist. He
wants h;s turn to wear the white immorality and
sheet and burn crosses on
ugliness of racism and
lawns. And when there are cries
segregation' ,
of protest from the community,
complai nts of prejudice, double
standard and racism? RobinRobinson sees Michael
son, without blinking an eye
Jackson as an Uncle Tom also.
repl ies, "So what!"
A decidedly strange character
Robinson sees a different who wanted to buy the bones of
world than most of us. He picks the Elephant Man a few years

The whole point is that Robinson's arguments to rationalize
his own racism just do not
wash. The anti-black poem is
not powerful when one thinks of
the anti-white poems along the
same vein. One comes to mind
which starts with "black is
beautiful" and ends with "white
is shit." What does it mean?
That racism does exist. That
one race is better than another.
Does it mean, as Robinson suggests, that because of such
poetry, we owe him something?
Robinson says that the thrust
of the Civil Rights movement
was "not to end judgment of
people on the basis of skin color" but was only to "eradicate
the laws that denied blacks access to opportunities that were
rightfully theirs." Boy, such a
statement sure throws Martin
Luther King's "dream" right out
the window. Just get rid of the
racist laws but not the racism:
that is what Robinson thinks the
entire thrust of the Civil Rights
movement was. This idea is at
least consistent with the rest of
his ideology. One must
remember that he is a segregationist and believes that people
should be judged by the color of
their skin ("Too Black, Too
Strong," The Ticker, Aug. 30,
1988). He beieves in racism except when he is the victim, which
is why Robinson praises the fact
that the main thrust of the Civil

Rights movement was to get rid
of the laws which make him a
victim. By making this the main
goal of the Civil Rights' efforts,
Robinson is telling us he's sure
glad he doesn't have to stop being a racist. He is wrong. The
ultimate goal of the Civil Rights
movement was to end racism.
I have always thought and
still believe that laws are reflections of the wi II of the people t~
pursue a common course and
achieve a common goal. Laws
are not created to appease the
few but to justly govern the
many. The Civil Rights struggle
showed the immorality and
ugliness of racism and segregation. America's response was to
pass laws which made it illegal
to judge people on the basis of
race. These laws now in place,
they work by replacing racial ignorance with racial tolerance.
Did this mean that racism was
ended? Finito? Gone? No more?
Unfortunately, no. What it did
mean however was that
America had chosen a different
COurse. A road, which after the
Civil
Rights
movement,
Americans felt were more consistent with thei r wi II and the
goals of the country. Racism is
wrong and no longer has the
. mandate of the people it once
did. Without such a mandate
and approval, racism and its
hateful participants will remain
a militant view of the
natemongers who will always
be there. They should never get
the hold they once had. A docbie standard, White nor Black
America wHl never accept.

O)fe a-t-e exftecte-'1~r9 JlOU
Students are needed to represent the student body at faculty committee meetings. Students
from all three schools are encouraged to join. Your participation atthese meetings would inelude representation of the student body and an increase in student voice on administrative
decisions.

ROSEMARY REPOLE
Baruch College is blessed with the privi lege of having a student government in the form of the
O.S.S.G. Students at Baruch should consider this seriously and reflect on what it means to
them.
.'

All members of government are there

b~

the due process of election. They are there because
they have pledged to a group of people their willingness to work on behalf of them, represent
their needs and have corwinced this group that they are the best people for the job. People in
govemment cannot do a good job without the support of the very people who elected them.
This holds true for the D.S.S.G.
The general attitude of Baruch Is one of apathy. It is the alm of the D.S.S.G. to conscientiously

~:~O;u~~rl~7~~~=tJ:nf6:Jy~~g:t~~~tti~~.~:~ede~~:t~~~:~!;~=rf:::Cifn:Y~:::""'··

just. given us the electoral to do your bidding, you have Just given us the electoral prlvll-aeto
do so. We are here to effectively challeBge anydeclslons handed down by the Administration
or ~work toward'ltnplernenl1ng any plans tllat'wnl be collectively 'beneficial t(iihe student'''''
population.

We need volunteers. Your ideas are more valuable as any of those that are generated' within
the D.S.S.G. There are many ways for us to change school policy. We need to majte the ad;
ministration aware of problems that together we can change. There Is powertn nUmberstLa.ck.".·
of action on your part wIll mean your willingness to forfeit any chance of hnprovement. Consider this well.
.......
SEAN G. MASON
. , ., .~
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Several viewed Dr. King as a
dangerous man of "non-vlotent
power;" and must be eliminated
prior to attempti ng to sh ift
America from her conservative

liThe black community response to the killing
of Dr. King was "Burn Baby Burn ... "
menlo Martin ·Luther King
vehemently opposed .the war
because he felt it was. unjust
and crippling the funds for
domestic programs. It upset
college students across
America, as well as the young
and the general public.
Politically,
Democratic
residenti
a
l
candidate
Robert
P
F. Kennedy deeply criticized the
U.S. policies and involvement in
Vietnam (one of the reasons the
power elite may have ordered
his assassination),. and annihilated President Johnson in
the political circle, which causad him·not to seek the-nresident"
cy for a second full term. .
In 1968, college students
were a grand part of the success of the Civil Rights movement. These students became
so defiant of the dominant
culture and pollt.lcal edlflce,-

to

put LSD Into the Chicago water
supply. They figured the LSD
would drug the delegates, get
Uhyperpotent" male Yippies to
seduce the delegates' wives,
paint their cars to look like taxis
and kidnap d~legate~ and take
them to Wls~onsln. These
possible actions by the
students were ·a result of the
killing of the Rev. Dr. Martin

"Slavery and discrimination are strange
paradoxes in a country founded on the principles of freedom ... "

For more information contact members of the D.S.S.G. and more specifically members of the
Academic Affairs Committee in room 409 of the Student Center.

\

and the American astronauts would
circle the moon. The year 1968,
was an incredibly uncanny year
for American society. It would
be the year the "power elite"
would display their power by lrnplementing a change of history
through timely assassinations.
The Vietnam War, a war

forever. The war was fought for
the freedom-loving peoples of
America Interestingly, s Iavery
and discrimination are strange
f
ded
paradoxes in a country o~
on the principles of fr
om
and the innate dignity of man. lt
was a war fought when America
wasn't liberal herself, but just
trying to preserve her censervative ways. America hersel f
manifested the ugliness of the

ELECTIONS TO BE HELD ON THURSDA Y
SEPTEMBER 29, 1988
AT 1:00 PM
STUDENT CENTER, 22nd STREET, ROOM 409, D.S.S.G.

.

California primary victory
speech Lyndon B. Johnson
would decide he would not seek
another term for the presidency,

assassinated Dr. King. But it
seems as if a conspiracy surrounded the murder and many
doubt if Mr. Ray acted alone.
For five days after Dr. King's
death, American society rotted with uncontrollable. rioting
and 43 men, women, and
children would give their lives in
Dr. King's name.

roots. Dr. Donald H. Smith, Professor of Education at Baruch
College, stated in a lecture
(Feb. 5, 1988), that Dr. King may
have ran for president in 1968,
affecting the mood of the country and conceivably changing.
thecourseofhistoryifhewould
have lived. In fact, Dr. King's
name was on the ballot, and he
received 0.3 percent of the vote
even
though
he
was
assassinated prior to the election. Dr. King was quoted as
saying that "America's chief
problem was she is a conservative nation, and before any
change is made the wealth
would have to be redistributed."

munities. Riots broke out In and CIA Jnfilt~ated Its decrtiPlt
more than 100 cities, 121,000 base and succeeded in reeking
were arrested, and 43 were Iti II· it.
ed according to an -NBC Report,
. Read Part II of Randel Stubbs' arti"1988." Re,sidents of the black cle, "1968 - 1'988," in the next issue
community felt that the last man of The Ticker.
who was able to bargain or demand social change from the
power structure was brutally
murdered leaving them without
a premier power broker. The
resentment 01 white America
lead to mass destruction of
communities' and lives alike.
The riots became so parfetched
that the civilian law enforcement couldn't control them,
President ~ Johnson called for
mHitary asststance. Finally, the
rioting subsided a week after
the martyr's death, however,
several lives were lost and
millions of dollars In damage
resulted. Dr. King was an apostie of non-vlotence, yet ruthlessly murdered and violence
followed his death.

Ticker
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Sports
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Vietnam War due to the fact she
dUigently tried to preach a
parable 10,000 miles away, based on freedom, but couldn't
transform It Into truth two mi les
from the White House.
Lance Morrow, author of the
article "1968," (Jan. 11, 1988,
Time Magazine) stated the
"Vietnam War was 'a dark
hallucination, taking the young
and bearihg them off to the
other wide of' the world and
d'eslroylng' them for reasons
progressively more obscure." In
1964, Lyndon B. Johnson stated
while campaigning for the
presidency, "'We are not about
to send American boys 10.000
miles away to do what Asian
boys ought
to do for
themselves." However, he did
the exact possible, leaving him
~ol1t~caUy bankrupt .by -1988. . . - -

Luther King, Jr., president of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. and Robert F. Kennedy, NewYork serI8ta and presidential candidate. It would be
power elite struck again to attack the status quo. It would be
the last year America would terml nate the careers of its heros
by way of assassination.
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for resurrection of the War on
,
.
Poverty program begun .by
President Johnson Dr King
.
,.
hoped . It would pressure C?ngress Into enacting legislation
!or health care and decent housIng for all Americans It would
have been the pendulum for
redistribution of nation's
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Investing in domesttc lmrovement instead of a senseless, unlustified war in Vietnam.

Dr. King acknowledged that
Vietnam shifted the public'S attention from domestic problems, and discovered the poor
Americans, who couldn't reap
the benefits of the rights
,guaranteed under the Constitution, were being killed unproportate numbers. Wallace Terry,
author of Bloods, stated AfroAmericans made up 10 percent
of the U.S. population- in 1968,
but 16 percent of the casualties
in Vietnam. Dr. King let his
erudition of the injustice of the
War be known, by publicly denouncing it. The black community listened alternatively as
Dr. King spoke about the. War in
most of the speeches he gave
before his death. The black
community struck out almost
uncontrollably In their surrounding communities when the
news spread of his assassi nation.

On April 4, 1968, the Rev. Dr.
Martin- Luther King, Jr., was
assassinated on a Memphis
motel balcony. Dr. King was an
I nternat ionally acclai med
spokesman for human rights
and subjugated peoples, and
his assassination sent shock
waves Into the non-violen-t
crusaders who believed in him.
The black
comm un ity
An F.B.t report would later find
response to the killing of Dr.
an ex-convict named James
King was "bum, baby, burn," un-,
EarJ . Ray~ .to_be .the. man _wb9__ 1ortunately• .10_ tbelr .QYtf). (;Om- ~

.•
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ONE UPPER COUNCIL
TWO LOWER COUNCIL

,

America's history..
The Tet OHensive initiated on
Jan. 30, 1968, in which the Viet
Cong ambushed much of South
Vietnam, resulted In major victories in8algon and a major
defeat for the South Viet·
namese and America. Before
the script was written for the
year 1968, the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., would be
assasslnated, the Ciyit Rights
movement would become
defunct; college students at
Columbia University would
seize five buildings to display
their anguish and discontent. It c0ntinued with the American public
growing increasingly hostile to
the U.S. involvement in the Viet.
nam War and protested against
it. The young draftees would
burn their draft cards for the
television cameras, Robert F.
Kennedy
would
be
assassinated moments after a

In 1968, the Vietnam War was ~
placed in the minds of
Americans via the use of television footage. We witnessed the
killi.,g of .16,000 Americans in
1968, 100,000 wounded. Moreover,
the Tet Offensive epitomized
why America couldn't win the
war. (Note that the Tet Offensive
broke the spell that nothing was
more important for our IIBOYS"
to be sent away to Vietnam for
freedom's sake.) In 1968, the
V-i'etnani War gained presence
at home; it frustrated those Involved In the Civil Rights move-:

. Q.t~~moc.!acy _.~,!~r. the evilness

THREE POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON THESTUDENT COUNCIL

,.

1968 1988
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Continued from Page 3
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Dr. James E. Blackwell,
author of "The B'ack communi"
ty: Unity and Diversity," noted
black power mean "blacks
desiring to take part in the
declston-maklnq processes." In

Center

retrospect, the BPP sought and
demanded a part of the (power)
structure. They were often
photographed with firearms to
~

..,-.,
J

::-

display their commitment to the
cause. However, the black
power
movement
never
materialized because the FBI

..
~

J

.,.~
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GREAT PART TIME JOB - IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
LOCATED ON 23RD STREET
TELEMARKETING
CAN EARN $10 PER HOUR OR MORE
Guar Min of $7.50/hr wi exp
Guar Min of $5.50/hr wi no exp

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
DAYS/NIGHTSIWEEKENDS
Flexible Schedules
Special 4-9 Shift Available
CALL MR. DEAN AT
EDWARD BLANK ASSOCIATES
M-F
212-741-8163
9-S
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JAMAICAtl
In education there are
tremendous problems. The past
rates of children at the ex-

t e r m s i n 0 f f ice.
M-an y
Jamaicans feet that Manley
with his concern for the poor,
meant well, but his problem was
that he didn't really know what
he was doing. To quote Prof.
Thomas, "The record suggests
that many of the programs the
PNP implemented failed
because
of
maladministration,..." Over the
years, Manley has toned down

unemployment, the decline in
living standards and social services such as health and education, the increase in crime etc.
now are essentially taken off
the table. The fundamental
issue can be phrased with a
question: Who is better able to
manage the rebuilding of a
devastated country?
Ma-ny Jamaicans, who are
aware of the extremely partisan

"It's ironic that hurricane Gilbert has given Prime Minister Seaga his

best opportunity to become Jamaica first three time leader.
C/GCE '0' levels have fallen
dramatically. The CXC/GCE '0'
levels are standardized tests
that Caribbean children take
upon leaving high school. At
present there is no subject that
a majority of Jamaican children
pass. None. As a result the
Jamaican branch of the University of the West Indies has been
forced to institute remedial programs to compensate for the
declaring standards of the high
school students. Note that thi s
was the situation before the
hurricane.
The problems described
above, as well as others not
mentined, help explain the
resurgence of Michael Manley
and the PNP. Manley, the
former Prime Minister was resoundly defeated after two

his anti-imperial ist rhetoric and
claims to have learned from his
mistakes.
After the Democratic convention, the Dukakis camp enjoyed
a 17 percentage point lead in
the polls. It was rumored that
his Harvard trained advisors
began to secure leases for the
attractive condominiums in the
Georgetown area. Jamaican
political pundits saw similar
behavior exhibited by the PNP.
Some PNP politicians were so
confident that they began to
discuss who would get the
lucrative government contracts
when they returned to power.
Hurricane Gilbert burst their
bubble and changed the
political landscape. The valid
concerns that t'le PNP had raised about the 25 percent

PARTTIME
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a Part Time PCJ,:::k;:jgt.~ Handler or Sorter vou i:
tine an excellent w;',y ot keeping active ario 51aYI::g
.n condition ThiS 'S a great opporturutv fa: pne'get1c people Wltr'l lots of stamina who recognize
the benefits of regular activity To qualify you
must be at least 18 years of age With the aburtv
to handle packages weighing UP to 70 pounds
hS

1111111111111111

If you enjoy the benefits of a good war;" out
you" love the benefits UPS has to offer cornoreriensrve company paid medical, dental, VISion
and orescnpnon coveraoe. paid noucavs and vacations (all after 6 months), plus prornonon-trornWithin, advancement ooss.o.unes and solid career
growth ooportun Illes
To take advantage of these opporturutie s
APPLY IN PERSON

at 325 West Houston st, NYC

TO LOWER MANHATTAN take the AC.E or K
(8th Ave) trams to Spnng SI. located
, block from the WestSIde Hu~hway

During the hours of 6PM-8PM
on Tuesday, Oct. 4
Wednesday. Oct. 5. Thursday, Oct. 6

United Parcel Service
Equal Opportunity Employer M F

nature of their political scene,
feel that the Seaga regime will
unfairly distribute the food,
clothing and medicinal supplies
garnered by the relief effort.

They feel that he will only assist
his supporters. As a result, they
are afraid to send aid directly to
the government by way of the
Consulate.
However, its important to
realize that Prime Minister
Seaga is a politically shrewd individual. If he is able to effectively manage the crisis, he will
win the next election. Any
blatantly unfair distribution of
aid will antagonize the
Jamaican public and guarantee
his defeat. Remember that he
was behind in the polls. Its
ironic that hurricane Gilbert has
given Prime Minister Seaga his
best opportunity to become
Jamaica's first three term
leader.
The fact that Jamaica is
under intense international
scrutiny will result in relatively
fair distribution. Manley and the
PNP as well the churches are
._._--------

_._----

Resigns

government at the distribution
centers; they simply will not
allow Seaga to fool around with
the welfare of the entire country.
As an African American of
Jamaican parentage and more
importantly as a human being, I
implore the reader to give to the
Jamaican Relief· Effort. Just
because many of them are
hungry and homeless does not
mean that they have to be
hungry and hopeless..

(Continued from Front Page)
ting;" at the end of the 1988- 89
academic year
Rollyson will
either be chosen to continue as
Associate Provost or a new candidate will be appointed.
Students may also be wondering
what has become of the former
Associate Provost, Carol Berkin,
who had served in that capacity for
three years prior to Rollyson's appointment.
Berkin is currently a professor of
history at Baruch and gave several
reasons for her resignation. Among
these were that she felt her respon-
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DREAMS

"Baruch College will always be tied up,
as all the CUNY Colleges are, In politics."
who had gone to col lege in Connecticut. He said that the campus at Queens College was
small and too urban for him.
When I explained how I would
be gratefu I for less than the
students at Queens College
have, he thought I was crazy.
What he found inadequate
I understand the fact that
Queens College can have more
space than Baruch, real estate
values are lower in Queens than
Manhattan and the public colleges have more support from
Queens voters than Baruch
does from those in Manhattan.
But Hunter is in the same
borough as we are, even on the
same street! Paradoxically, the
poorest school in the area of
facilities, Baruch, happens to
be the most popular among applicants to CUNY. Why is the
school that probably brings in
the most money the worst off?
THE SYSTEM. Although other
CUNY branches have less need
for funding because of their
shrunken enrollments, they stjlf
get more money for their needs
in proportion to Baruch. Queens
College, for example, once had
a larger student body, so they
were given manytacutty lines,

now than it may be at some
future date. There are no easy or
quick solutions to theinade.
quacies Baruch students face,
save transfer (which any
transfer student will tell you is
not easy). The problems at
Baruch will go on for a long time
to come and the College may
never become wnat a college
was meant to be. The collectives of all. CUNY students are
tied up in considerations
beyond their control. Thanks to
outside considerations the best
hope ever given Baruch
students for an improvement,
the Master Plan, seems to be
becoming an-elusive dream. Unfortunately, Baruch students
may always have to drown out
the noise and problems of life in
this city as they try to learn,
without finding much refuge in
their College. Baruch experience may always be as it is
now because, as someone once
said, "The world is too much
with us."

ProIalOr' c.ol BerIda.
sibilities as Associate Provost were
- taking too much time away from
her duties as a mother ( Berkin
has two children), and from her
research as a historian (site is currently writing a book about colonial
women). She described her motivation for her decision as, "It's like if
you can have only one flavor of ice

Baruch will never be an ivory
tower, but I had hoped the experience here would be better

~.Ban
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Str.. dent
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HELP

The National D~livery Servi(e, a subsidIary of Dow Jones, is looking for men and women
to work as part time carriers, sorters and drivers for the early morning delivery of tbe

Wall Street Joornal & other periodicals.
Walking Carrier

Why does this continue?
Politics. Baruch College will
always be tied up, as all the
CUNY colleges are, in politics.
There is a lack of funding by the
state government in proportion
to enrollment (fairly, in my view)
because the legislature and the
Governor are bound by political
considerations, like whether or
not voters in Queens want their
senior college to lose money.
However, thanks to a budget
deficit, all the CUNY colleges
will probably feel the effects of
the cutbacks this year.
Now the (in) famous Campus
Master Plan is becoming tied up
in politics too. The Master Plan
was the only hope on the
horizon for giving Baruch the
facilities like other colleges en•
joy. With the commissioning of
all environmental impact report
an d opposition from various
parties continuing, I would
hazard a guess that I, myself,
and all of my potential offspring
may never see the day when the
Master Plan is completed. (I
hope this is an exaggeration).

a

Maternity

- - ~:- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

meaning funds to retain faculty
members. Queens has kept
most.. of those lines despite
shrinking numbers while
Baruch has received few new
Queens College, one of the I ines despite burgeoning enrollother CUNY colleges.
ment.
At Queens College construction is in progress on a new
This has always been the probuilding. There are several blem with Baruch; it exists in
buildings especially the library Manhattan. Manhattan is a
and science buildings, which small, crowded, hectic island.
seem brand new. There is a The only relatively peaceful
track for running, fields for foot- area ts Central Park. (I prpose
ball, soccer and baseball, ten- we move Baruch College into
nis courts and an elevated plat- the Park.) Mdnhattan Is not the
form with fountains and a clear cleanest, safest or most easily
view of Manhattan. The traveled city in the world. All
students even have their- own - thts is reflected tn -the environstudent union building. Whi Ie I ment and the experience of
was there I spoke to a person Baruch College.

the policy;"
cream - I love vanilla, but I love
Civil servants with permanent apfor the position they are now in,"
"J
strawberry more."
pointments have passed the civil
Johnson responded.
Other reasons she gave were that servant exam and cannot be fired
Soler declined to comment on
because the position of Associate unless they break the law. Shuck
the situation. However' Johnson
Provost is usually one which is 'did not pass the exam, which means
stated, "Carm e n needs a chance in
given to a faculty member who is she can be displaced or fired at any
the Student Activities Office."
new to the administrative field, I time. Shuck is called provisional
she felt that after spending three employee ·and she intends to, retake
years in it, "lt was time to let someone the exam.
else have the job" and, "since (ProAt the time there were three provost) Paul LeClerc was leaving (to
become President of Hunter ColfI.)
j (Continued from Front Page)
lege), I felt it would be a good time
for me to leave as well."
I will establish a procedure to resolve
Commenting on her sentiments
~ disputes arising between smokers
about her former position, Berlcin
:l and non smokers. However, the
said she was u very proud" of her
health concerns of - the employee ~
accomplishments and declared such
desiring a smoke-free area will be
things as, '~I loved the people I
given significant consideration in
worked with," "I enjoyed that job
settling anysdisputes.
I The Department of Marketing's
tremendously" and "I have no
There were varied responses to ! make-up and validation exams will
complaints.' ,
the new smoking policy from take place Oct. 20, 1988.
students and staff. Sylvia Nunez, Students must apply to the Cur. lower sophomore, said "students ricular Guidance Office for the
should have various places in the School of Business or the Graduate
college where they can smoke." Office before Oct. 1 to be eligi(Continued from Front Page)
John Martino, lower sophomore, ble to take the exam.
and hopes to do well. I'm willing to --;::-::~,:",:",,-.:----:-~~-----1stated "It really is about time that
Esther IJebert, admillistnaor for
give Canne n a fair chance, "
Day Session
someone has done something to
Employees aDd Labor RelatioDS.
replied Bick-Duggan,
visional employees in the depart- stop all this smoking." Dorothy Room 1720, 360 Park Ave. South
5 - 3 p.m.
ment. Since they are provisional Conover, who works at Baruch and
Hillel member Yvette Nossig
spoke of Shuck, saying "She is ex- and not permanent, the college has is an avid smoker says, "It (the
Evening Session
a right to displace them if policy) is good because it respects
tremely efficient... she is a friend. U
the rights of those who don't care to Room 1720, 360 Park Ave. South
According to Esther Liebert, ad- necessary. AU of these employees,
{) - 8 p.m,
ministrator for Employee and Labor according to Johnson, were in high smoke."
The New York City Clean Indoor
Relations, Snuck "is a provisional contact positions. One of them
employee. She has not yet qualified would have to leave to make room Air Act was adopted in response to I
for Solers. It was, according to the findings of the Surgeon General ;
for permanent appointment. "
.
Liebert explained that Soler is a civil Johnson, "Not a decision I wanted of the United States that "passive:
exposure
to
cigarette
smoke
is
link;
u.~
to
make."
servant with a permanent appointThe final decision was based on ed to a variety of negative health :
0
ment. According to the law, civil
consequences.
"
As
stated
in
the
:
the
fact
that
Shucks'
skills
servants with permanent appoint•
ments have four years of maternity are more general than the others. policy, "The adoption of the policy I
statement
does
not
preclude
a
col-:
.
A
repr~ntatlVe
from the Cur"She
has
a
wider
range
of
skills.
leave. Soler returned after three,
lege
from
restricting
smoking
to
a
:
ncular
GUIdance
Office
of the
therefore, she was entitled to her The other two provisional
(See Page 8, Column 4)
employees have skills better suited greater extent than is provided in
old position.
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Jamaica
(Continued from Front Page)
presidential election last May.
.Many Jamaicans fear that their
Prime Minister, Edward Seaga will
unfairly distribute the aid that the
country' receives. Doreen Brown,
the information attache at the
- Jamaican Consulate, is aware of
this concern. "Machinery is being
put in place to ensure fair distribution. Both the political parties and
the churches are working closely
together;' she said.
According to Brown, the
response· from
New York's
Caribbean community has been
overwhelming. "Doctors, nurses,
engineers .and contractors have
volunteers their services," she said.
"She also gave an assurance that
the fund raising will continue long
after the media interest subsides.
She stated, "People have to realize
that the country has to be rebuilt.
We have plans in place to keep the
level of interest very high. "
The Consulate has also set up a
mechanism for Jamaicans to contact their loved ones. According to
James Sylvester, an amateur radio
operator, all one has to do is call the
consulate and give them the full
name. and address of the party in
Jamaica as well .as one s . own. j
Through ham radio they ~ll attempt to ~ontact y~ur family and;
relay any information they get tc
you. The number is (212)935-9133
Rebuilding the island of Jamaica
will require a tremendous coordinated effort. According to Ransome, "We all have to help."
Monetary contributions (check or
money order) can be sent to:
Jamaica Consulate General
Hurricane Relief
866 2nd Avenue.
i

I

Johnson, will come from "auxiliary
enterprises" at Baruch. Profits
from the vending machines and the
school bookstore, as well as the
possibility of a student referendum
asking for a student fee increase,
will all combine in an effort to raise
t he necessary money.
Heading the list of problems with
getting started is the lack of space.
The regulations regarding day care

Assistant Director of Student Activities
Debn Bick..Duggan.

centers specifies a minimum requirernent of 40 square feet per
child. At one point, Johnson was
discussing a proposal with tile State
University of New York School of
_

Optometry, located on 24th street.
The school was hoping to acquire a
new building with extra space.
However, the funds for purchasing
the building are not available to
.them at this time.
_
To circumvent the problem of the
lack of space Johnson and Debra
Bick-Duggan, assistant director of
Student Activities, nave been looking to the neighborhood for nonprofit child care facilities. The
school can only use non-profit child
care services. The plan would work
on a voucher system. The school
would subsidize are by issuing
vouchers that would entitle the service for reimbursement. BickDuggan points out, however, that
such a voucher system has never
~ been approved by CUNY for any
~ school so far. There is only one
~ facility, the Edu-Care Early
::; Childhood Center on 24th Street at
.,
e: 2nd Avenue, that has room and is
partly non-profit. Presently, it services the children of Beth Israel's
and Bellevue Hospital's staff, and
can accommodate only ten children
from Baruch. This is very close to
the minimum requirement of ten
children needed to enter the program in order to secure necessary
funding from CUNY. Bick-Duggan
hopes that the voucher system will
be approved so that at least some
children can use the Edu-Care
facility.
Finally, the program will unlikely
extend into the summer semester.

Students will need to find alternative care during this time if they
attend summer classes. However,
Johnson states that if the need is
great enough, then perhaps the care
Baruch's staff receives for its faculty with childr en can be combined
with the children of Baruch's
students.
Johnson and Bick-Duggan urge
those who need the daycare program for their child to fill out the
questionnaire.
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Wide, Wide
W-orld

(Continued from Page 7)
School of Business and Public Administration will meet with transfer
students on Thursday, September
All students who had Professor
29 from 1-2 p.m. in Room 1708, 360 Bryant T. Hayes last Spring and still
Park Ave. South. Topics of discus- posses copies of The Wide, Wide
sion will include program planning, World are urged to sign their names
selection of courses for majors, on his office door, Room 906H, at
when to file specialization cards and 17 Lexington Ave. (23rd Street.)
services of the office.
_
Copies of this novel can be sold to
A workshop on the grading students who need it this Semester.
policy followed by the faculty
members of the college will be held
on Thursday, October 6 from 1-2
p.m. in Room 1708, 360 Park Ave.
South. Please make it a point to attend these workshops.

Public
Hearing

Freshman
Workshop
All entering freshmen will be in-

The City University of New York
Board of Trustees will have a public
hearing Sept. 29 at The Blue
Room, City Hall, from 5-8 p.m.
All are invited.

;======================~===.::====================================::::::;---

THE

New York, N. Y. 10017

(212) 935-9000
If you wish to assist the Carib- :
bean Students' Association "Can;
and Clothing" drive, the following
items will be appreciated:
- canned beef

- canned sardines

- canned mackerel - baby food

•

- canned milk

- skimmed milk

- nce

- sugar

- flour

- corn meal

- salt

- detergent

- disinfectant

- dishwashing
liquid

- toilet soap

- bleach

- toilet paper

- paper napkins

- paper utensils

- cooking oil

- candles

- matches

- flashlights

- batteries

- garbage bags

- buckets

- basins

- sheets

- blankets

- towels

- clothing

- toothpaste

Struggle For Independence

Dean Bergquist
Lectures

On
Collective
Bargaining
By TONI COLA VITO

IS

~LOOKING

FOR THE
THE PRUDENTIAL - the nation's largest
diversified financial services organization - is
seeking ambitious and energetic individuals for
positions in financial services, computer programming, underwriting, and administration.

By LAMINE LASANA/R. A. PARKS

The Battle of St. George's Caye Day. and
Independence Day are celerbated as national
holidays in Belize during the month of
September. Belize [formerly British Honduras] is the recently "independent" small
nation in Central America, which is still beingedited from the major news coverage of
the region. In fact, in diplomatic circles,
support for Belizean independence is rarely
voiced by the other Central American
states, and there has been only
behind the scenes diplomatic initiative on
the part of Belize to gain their support.
Problems stem from the fact that Britain ,
Belize and Guatemala, remain locked in a
territorial dispute. The young nation will
now find itself struggling even harder for
Central America's acceptance since the idea
of a regional parliament is gaining new currency. Guatemalan President Vinicio
Cerezo plans to visit the other Central
American cappitals this month, to revive
the faltering Arias peace plan which call for
, the creation of the continental parliament.
Part of the historical reason for Belize's
alienation may be tied to the Battle of St.

Dean Sydney Bergquist was the speaker
last week at the Provost's Colloquium. The
topic of the presentation was "Faculty
Development in the Context of Collective
Bargaining. " Bergquist is the Dean of
Education here at Baruch. Prior to coming
to Baruch, Bergquist was the dean of education at the University of Alaska in Anchorage, chairman of curricular instruction
at Texas Women's University, and a professor at Northwestern for 12 years.
Collective bargaining is a negotiation between an employer and union representatives usually about wages, hours and
working conditions. Bergquist spoke of collective bargaining as a means of improving
education at the nigher level by "teaching I
the improvement of teaching." He also
spoke of the fact that there is little research
and information in this area because it is a
relatively young field.
Basically, the only source of information
available on teachers and their teaching .
BELIZE
methods 'are the student evafuationsrAc-:'! - ARiA
--_._-_.~--,_._-~--_.-cording to the information gathered by :-~~~I......J22~,
Bergquist, studies show that, although I LARGEST CIT;W~~lize City
students notice differences among teachers
HIGHEST POINT Victoria Peak. 3,681 ft.
and teaching styles, they do not know
MONETARY UNIT Belize dollar
whether one teacher is more effective than
MAJOR LANGUAGES English, Spanish, Mayan
another. Furthermore, student evaluations
MAJOR RELIGIONS Protestantism. Roman Catholicism
do not influence teachers in any way.

We're looking for the most talented future executives we can find! If you have a strong
background in accounting, finance, economics;
math, computer science, or liberal arts, and are
interested in the exciting and challengi ng positions we have to offer, please submit your
resume to your Career Planning Office as soon
as possible.
Our New Jersey and Pennsylvania offices will
be recruiting on campus for these positions
and we would love to have a chance to talk
with you.
For further information, please contact your
Career Planning Office. We will be on your
campus November 15, 1988.
equal opportunity employer
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A Native Of Belize Speaks Out About His Country's
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- toothbrushes
- sponges
Please bring all items to the Carib- I
bean Students' Association, Room:
407, 136 E. 22nd St., New York,:
N.Y. 10010.
;

(Continued from Front Page)
From the City University of New
..York has remained the same, with
Baruch matching. 33010, or almost
S25,<XlO. The money, according to

BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY-

.

been trying to resolve for more than a century.
In the early months of 1981, the independence of Belize seemed inevitable
after years of intriguing diplomatic
maneuvers between Britain and Guatemala
over its future. But for the majority of Belizeans, The Heads of Agreement treaty did
not translate into the kind of settlement
that would render Belizean territorial integrity safe from Guatemala's imperial
designs.
Shortly after they were announced
around April 16, 1981, the already fragile
political balance in Belize gave way. A major political tidal wave began to sweep
throughout the country, which came in the
form of street demonstrations, riots, burning and looting, and was accompanied by
and a general strike called by the Public
Service Union [PSU]. The strike was later
supported by the Belize Action Movement
[BA.l\1} the Chamber of Commerce, some
Schools and several Church denominations.
For three days, the economy of Belize was

Brownsv1H.
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Mexico
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Suggestions given for the research and .
acquisition of information in this field were
to observe teaching styles and "what
teachers do when they try to teach."
In order to broaden the field of teaching
improvement, Bergquist's data recommended among other things: college-wide
support for reaching improvement,
assistance of new teachers and rewards for
those involved in the improvement of
teaching. Bergquist himself recommends
better advising and development of faculty
leadership.
Colleges successful with the expansion of
teaching improvement are those with high
faculty and administrative leadership and
morale, good faith towards improvement
and a high level of satisfaction with the
work. Those schools not as successful are I
the ones with low work satisfaction and
morale, heavy teaching loads and
moderate-to-low grants given for research.
Bergquist recommended that ideas suggested should be tested and was optimistic
that the field of educational improvement
would expand and succeed.
The audience was very receptive to Berg- ,
quist's presentation and suggestions.
Several audience members wanted to hear
more about Bergquist's opinion of the stu- i
dent evaluations. Bergquist replied that stu- i
dent evaluations were all we had as a source I
of information and had to be used to the I
best of their ability j ;:". v, ~ 6_-' " .
'.:~ .. :<..., ,~
".,'I~-' ••\

position United Democratic Party lUDP]
were still in the streets explaining why they
were boycotting the independence talks at
London's Whitehall.
At 12:00 a.m. on September 20, 1981 the
British Union Jack was lowered for the last
time, at least on public buildings. The next
day, September 21, Belize became an independent nation. And while a large segment of the IlPpulation danced in the
streets, pessimism diluted the national
mood. Because just a few months before
the Guatemalanan issue and independence'
brought the country dangerously close to a
civil war. Most political watchers were
reading between the lines of Price's Social
Democracy, Mixed Economy and Middle
of the .Road Independence Foreign Policy.
To Illustrate its displeasure at the leftward leaning PUP Government of Price
Washington kept a low profile at the of:
ficial ceremonies. The U.S. Administration
sent Assistant Secretary of State for Latin
American Affairs Thomas 0 Enders to the
official celebrations. Fo llowing independence, relations between the Price

"' .... ,

George's Caye of September 10, 1778
represents a triumph of British over Spanish
colonialism on the Central American
mainland. But as far as many Belizeans are
concerned. the historical accuracy and
relevance of the St. George's Caye battle has
been a subject of debate among local intellectuals.
Independence Day which falls on Sept.
21 is celebrated with more national
festivities. But, when all the music of
celebrations fade, skepticism finds its place
in some difficult issues the new nation. This
skepticism is aptly summarized in a question asked in the independence souvenir
issue of the now defunct Bruckdown
magazine•... "but is it Freedom or Fool's
Gold?"
The later stage was set for Belize's Independence when The Heads of Agreement
[HOAl was signed in London on March 31,
1981. This agreement, which Britain,
Guatemala and Belize signed, would have
allowed Britain to grant independence to
Belize with Guatemala's approval. The
result would have marked an end to a ter-ritoIi~ dispute whicb tl)ejrnegotiJtors have
•
•••• '
60"
...
~

~

closed down. The government declared the
strike political. The striking civil servants
contended that the issue was a national
issue. It took a state of emergency and a
string of anti-trade union legislation,
declaring almost the entire civil service
"essential service," before things got
restored to "normal."
Nothing was going to derail Mr. George
Price's [then Premier and leader of the
Peoples United Party. PUP] independence
train. Before agreeing to hold constitutional 'talks, London dispatched Foreign
Ministry envoy Mr. Nicholas Ridely for an
"on the spot assessment" of things in
Belize after the State of Emergency was
lifted several weeks later.
When Ridley's planned visit was announced, a few civil servants were lobbying
for another strike to put the Heads of
Agreement to the people in a referendum. It
was no use, the Union was in a legislative
straight-jacket. It still is. Because as far as is
known, no judicial challenge of the laws
curtailing its powers have been undertaken.
On the other nand, the dates for the constitutional talks came and went, and the op-

government and the Reagan Administration was a chilly affair.
Even as the opposition UDP under the
leadership of Dr. Theadore Aranda
tries to distance itself from the official independence celebrations, the split between
the left and right wing forces in the government became more apparent. The PUP leftwing, accused of complicity in the HOA,
sought to hold on to its progressive image
by decorating the streets with signs reading
"INDEPENDENCE TODAY LIBERATION TOMORROW." This was seen as
adding more fuel into the fires of disunity
that Price's unilateral independence ignited.
To save face, Guatemala broke
diplomatic relations with Britain and closed
her borders with Belize. So while the Union
Jack was off public buildings, it was flying
high in the skies on British Harrier fighter
jump jets, and on military vehicles passing
through Belize City and the western district
towns of Benque Vejo and San Ignacio.
The first British Garrison in Belize on independence day was on high alert.

See "REf.IZE"
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A CALL FROM DAVEY
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After 125 Years, The Legacy Endures

THE DA Y THA T AIDS HIT HOME
By SAMANTHA THACKER
I wasn't prepared for the news the phone
call brought me. It was my fault I hadn't been
paying attention. My idealistic nature caused me to overlook certain obvious signs. If
a red flag had been waved in front of my
face, which it almost was, I still would have

missed it. When Peter (a man I had spoken
to very briefly once to find my brother
when my mother died) called me at work a
few days prior to tell me my brother was
quite ill and had to be hospitalized, I
thought "Of course he'll be all right."

By IRWIN SACKS

Davey, my brother, as sick as he was, got
on the phone and tried to prepare me.
"You know, it could be AIDS.
"But you know it's not," I replied, and I
believed it.
I always wanted to believe things would

a

You're just out of college.
Bursting with talent.

And ready to set the world on fire.
But most companies want to start you
out slow. And bring you along at their
business-as-usual pace. With a salary
to match.
Not McDonald's. We want managers who
can make things happen. Today.
We have the training that'll help you do it.
Plus the rewards that'll keep you smiling.
Year after year.
That's why we attract America' stop

managers.
And why we're on the Fortune ·100, with
annual sales of over $12 billion.

.

Manvof
our managers run
million-dollar operations
before they're twenty-four.
And thousands of graduates take advantage of this great opportunity every year.
So if you're ready for some post-graduate
work at one of the country's most lucrative
business schools, call McDonald's today.
And find out why our arches are golden.
/'
For career inform2tion, send your res~'-../
to: C. Newman, Dept ~/BA,
McDonald's Corporation, 3015
WiD jams Dr., Fairfax, VA 22031,
(703) 698-4016.

be all right, no matter how many times they
turned out for the worst. Davey and I had
been estranged for years, largely due to our
alcoholic mother who drove him away, until the day I called rum to tell him our
mother had breast cancer. I was mad at him
for abandoning me. He had gotten out, I
was left with her. He was successful, I was
struggling. I wanted him to hurt. But he
was so kind, so understanding. We talked
him to hurt. But he was so kind, so
understanding. We talked for hours. I even
confessed something to him I had felt for a
long time but dared not share with anyone.
"Davey," I whispered so, even though I
was completely alone, no one would hear
me. "Sometimes I wish Mommy would
di e. "
"I've felt the same way, tt he said, and as
if he could hear my inner sigh added, "You
shouldn't feel ashamed." For the next couple of years every time Davey came to New
York he'd take me out to dinner. We would
talk about pieces of our childhoods that no
one else could have understood, things we
both needed to talk about. After our first
dinner together, as he hailed a cab for me,
Davey turned to me and said, "I know it's
too late for us to be brother and sister, but
I'd like us to be friends."
"There's no reason we can't be both," I
replied. We hugged as the cab driver
waited.
At a later dinner, Davey informed me
that he was gay, something I had always
suspected. At yet another dinner, he tola
me about his relationship of, at that time,
six years with Peter, a successful lawyer. It
was love at first sight, he tole me. "Daddy
wanted me to be a lawyer. You think this
WIll make him happy?" he laughed. I was
obvious. I had been trying to hold together
a relationship I knew was doomed.
Maybe I romanticize too much, but even
though they had separate residences and my
brother travelled a lot on business, I felt
that since Davey and Peter were so much in
love and had remained together so long,
they were mates for life, faithful and true.
Not true, I found out. Not faithful either.
At our last dinner in New York, Davey
told me he had been feeling run down. The
doctor told him it was stress. He should
stop smoking, get more exercise, and not
work so hard. Stress. It made sense to me.
So, I wasn't prepared for the news the
phone call brought me. When I heard
Davey's voice, I cheerfully asked him how
he was feeling.
"Well," he sighed. "I have AIDS." My
heart fell so far, it still hasn't made it all the
way back.
"Oh shit, Davey," I cried, and cried.
"I'm sorry, I'm sorry. I knew you'd be
upset," he said. He was trying to comfort
me. Then I heard him say. "'Why me?"
"You know," I said as soon as I could
breath. "I love you very much."
"I love you too."
It was the first time we had ever exchanged those words. It felt right. Every time we
spoke after that one of us would say I love
you, and the other would answer I love you
too.
I visited him several times. Peter had
bought a larger house, so he could take care
of Davey. His mother would come and stay
to help out. They were Davey's family and
quickly became mine too. Davey and I
would spend hours talking about our lives,
our fears, his fears. We had thought we had
all the time in the world to rekindle our lost
,relationship. Now we didn't know how
much time we had. I wanted to believe that
a cure would be discovered within the three .
years I felt Davey had to live.

Davey seemed to know better. He didn't
even last one year. We lost him five days
, ,aft~r his, ~th. birthday, two .Y.~ ago, on
. , .. . ' _ _ _ _ _ _.. Septertlber'1th'. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_
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History of Gettysburg
In the year 1863. United States of
quite a Sight to see. For as far as my eye
America was divided into two halves; the
could see, I saw hundreds of authentic civil
North and the South. A war which was now
war field tents stretched upon the horizon.
in it's third year of existence was being wagOver to my left I could see a flag with a
ed to decide whether this petition was in
white palmetto tree on it, this was where the
fact to be made permanent, and result in
South Carolinians made camp. To my right
two separate American nations, or temabout a block away was my command's flag
porary and re-unified back into it's original
with a lone star on it. Everywhere else there
state. Today that conflict was known as
were different banners of the various states
the American Civil War and 1863 was
that fought for the confederacy as well as
perhaps it's most crucial year. For in 1863,
numerous "stars and banners," the famed
the war had reached it's turning point. A
battleflag of the Southern armies.
point where the war would be won or lost in a single stroke. The largest battle in North
American history, the battle of Gettysburg,
was to be fought in the first days of July of
that year.
Up until Gettysburg, the war had not
been going well for the North. In the
After putting on my uniform and fixing
western theater of operations, the Northern
up my tent, I started to experience the camp
offensive had stalled out with a lengthy and
life of a civil war army for the next five days
as of yet uncertain siege of Vicksburg,
of my stay. This was only my second time
Mississippi. To the east, every attempt to
doing this so I had a bit of trouble with
capture the Confederate capital of Richculture shock or should I say "time" shock.
mond, Virginia had met with consecutive
Being totally surrounded by an environdefeats at the hands of Robert E. Lee and
ment over a century old, I felt as if I had
his seemingly invincible Army of North
stepped through a time machine.
Virginia.
Fascinating pictures of those days still live
Now in the spring of this third year of
in my memory: a preacher from the bible
war, Lee was bringing his Southern army to
belt holding a sermon in his makeshift tent
invade the North and win a much alluded
church on the evils of alcohol and "fast
victory on Northern soil (his attempt in
women;" army engineers building a signal
1862 resulted in the battle of Antietam,
tower as the commanding lieutenant looks
which was a draw). He hoped that such a
on; several men from the 4th Virginia cookvictory would make the Northern people
ing their supper on a campfire while in the
believe .thatJn.e.warwas._.unwinna..bleJlPd
. background. a lone. pr.ivate-. with-a har-,.
much too costly if indeed it could be won.
monica plays a sad version of ' 'Oh
There was much war weariness in the North
Susanah. "
at that time. Another defeat of Union arms
And, of course, there was the drilling. If
in a Northern state could possibly bring the
there was one thing I left Gettysburg with it
public's dissatisfaction to pressure the
was the complete knowledge (and dislike)
governmen t and Abe Lincoln to sue for
or a civil war army drill. I knew all the compeace.
mands by heart. There was the "right
As is well known, this never happened.
shoulder march" command which rearThe South did not win its victory, but inranges a line of men into a marching colstead lost it and with it a chance to win the
umn. There were the firing commands so
war. In a little town in southeastern Pennthat everyone in a group would fire their
sylvania named Gettysburg, the South
musket simultaneously. The most common
made it's gamble and as they say •'the rest is
command was the dreaded "right shoulder
history .'
arm" whereupon you must hold your
musket by the trigger-guard with the use of
only two fingers. No easy feat considering
the fact that an Enfield musket weighs ten
pounds and its likely you could be in that
stance for any length of time.
This June I was fortunate enough to parAt least three times a day, everyday,
ticipate in the 125th anniversary of the batwithout fail we would drill. Though it seemtle of Gettysburg which included three reed crazy to drill for hours without end in
enactments of different parts of the battle.
the merciless summer sun, there was a
It also featured a massive recreation of a
method to all this madness. Eventually all
Civil War encampment. The main purpose
the hours of practicing put us in tip-top
for this article is to give "you" the reader
condition so that when we re-enacted the
the experiences of what "I" the writer had
battle we could perform all the manuveurs
encountered at this truly incredible rewith little or no difficulty. This was to procreation of Gettysburg.
ve important when we finally saw action.
The journey from New York to GetThe heart and soul of any sort of military
tysburg was approximately 5 hours with one
re-enactment is when the participants
recreate the military engagement itself. To
stop in Harrisburg, the capital of Pennsylvania. Harriburg was briefly threatened
recreate a battle that was fought in the disby the confederate armies in that summer
tant past with as much realism and authenof 1863. Now it seemed peaceful enough,
ticity as is physically (and in some cases
all fears of invasion long forgotten. The onmentally) possible, is the crowning moment
ly testament to what happened barely 35
and goal of any serious minded re-enactor.
The Gettysburg anniversary actually had
miles away are the equally forgotten war
three mock engagements. Each engagement
memorials scattered throughout parks and
portrayed a different time and place of the
courtyards of this historical city.
battle of Gettysburg. Since the actual battle
Though the journey was long and unwas
three days long, each of the three
comfortable (unfortunately the AIC in my
engagements portrayed a different day. Of
car only works in the wintertime. This prothese three, the one remember best was the
blem coupled with the height of this sumlast one; Pickett'S Charge.
mer's-heat wave made driving a test of enFor those not familiar with military
durance.) I was well rewarded when, for the
history,
Pickett's Charge was known as the
first time, I saw the encampments of 16,000
"high water mark" of the confederacy. It
Civil War re-enactors, Since I was part of
was the last and probably most dramatic atthe 4th Texas which was in turn part of the
tempt
by the confederacy to once and for
confederate army, I pitched my tent in the
all win the war and with it independence for
rebel'
the'
'It: Was

The Re-enactment

the southern states.
After three days of inconclusive fighting,
General Lee sent 15,000 men under George
Pickett in a charge against the strongest
part of the Union lines with the hope of
breaking through it and collapsing the Northern army. It was a suicide attack much
like the charge of the Light Brigade but on a
larger scale. In the end the attack nearly
succeeded but was forced back by both
tremendous fire power and horrific losses.
Of the 15,000 men who participated, more
than half did not come back. The tide of the
war now changed irrevocably in favor of
the North.

Themock soldier
After three days of the re-enactment, it
was my turn to act out along with 16,000
fellow re-enactors Picket's Charge. It took
place on a gigantic field of cleared land.
We, the rebels were at one end, while the
yankees were perched on a small hill behind
a stone wall at the other end: At first, there
was an artillery duel. Explosions and smoke
swept the field for half an hour and pretty
soon the noise became unbearable. I had to
bum some cotton off one of my friends to
keep from going deaf. Then quite suddenly
it stopped for a moment. Bugles and drums
sounded off and we started getting into bat..tle ionnatiOJ1. ,-l:here-- wa-e--Wur- waves .~f
8,000 men each that- were to mareh·toward
the yankee positions. Every company unfurled their flags as did ours and we began
to surge forward. I was in the second wave
and glad of it because when we got within
musket range of the Yanks; the first wave
marched into a thick cloud of musket
smoke and never came back. When the
smoke cleared we saw what happened to

them; they were decimated. Some kept marching onward, others were running for the
rear but most were "dead" or "wounded. t I
Further up in front of them was a solid blue
line of Union infantry and artillery letting
off volley after volley into our ranks. I
began to feel utter despair when I caught
that glimpse through all the smoke of what
the rebels were supposed to break through.
It was a hopeless task, yet we moved on.
We finally had to stop because we had so
many casualties. Everyone then began to
load and fire their muskets to try to take
some Yanks down but things were beginning to get hairy. Gray soldiers all about me
were falling down or running away. My
command was virtually non-existent and
the fragments of what was once my company tried to form up with other fragments
of other companies.
By this time I decided to do something
that was done very frequently in the Civil
War, and that was to run. When I stopped
and turned around to see the whole battlefield from a safer spot, I saw something
that looked like a page from Dante's inferno: thousands of "dead" bodies strewn
about the field; "wounded" men slowly
making their way toward the rear for
greater safety; the all encompassing, everpresent. sulfur smoke from discharged'
muskets and cannons alike. 1 tried to look
for the enemy position to see if maybe we
broke through but then I saw the sad truth.
The blue line was not broken, It was still in-

taGt.-- ...... --... --..- -._-. ----"_.'-- _ .. -.--...------.- .-. .. ,.... _- .-.

. WidBn a litde--while,-the- battle was--over;
The results of the charge were the same as
those 125 years ago, the Southern anny was
defeated. The charge was a catastrophe for
the Confederacy. Unlike the historical
results. no one was killed or wounded in
this engagement and after another day or
two all the soldiers would go back to being
present day civilians, myself included.
'"-.J .
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Come to Destination MBA.
A seminar for Black and Hispanic
coDege students and graduates,
These free seminars give you practical advice about earning an MBA.
You'II learn about financial aid and admission requirements. And, best of
all, you'll hear from successful MBA graduates who will tell you about
potential management careers.
'
The 1988 Destination MBA Seminar wiD be held:
Omni Park Central
October I 9a.m. to noon
7th Ave. and 57th 51.
New York, NY
You're also invited to meet representatives from nationwide graduate
business schools at the MBA Forum
from noon to 4p.m.
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If the HOA had worked, they would have
ended Britain's colonial and military
presence in a region of vital strategic interest to the United States. But under the
terms of Belizean independence, British
Forces are to remain there for an "appropriate time." The British in Belize sym'bolize a military strength no other Central
American country would willing challenge.
Not to mention the affron to Latin dignity
English speaking Belize represents.
Shortly after independence, the
uneasiness between Belize and Washington
took on new dimensions because of the
Price Government's open embrace of
Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista Government.
Relations with Cuba grew warmer. Havana
came up with some scholarships for Belizean students to study in various disciplines
in Cuba. Castro also wanted to open an embassy in Belize, but the U.S. State Department could not see that happening. Some
merchants and others in the middle-class
was . deathly scared, and they formed an
Anti-Communist Society. The battle for
Belize and the removal of Price was on. It
did not take too long.
George Price did not harvest the fruits of
the independence he devoted his political
career to achieving. His failure to mend the
economic road of the nation and his uneasy
relations with Washington cost him the first
post independence election in December
1984. The UDP, now better organized and
under the leadership of Manuel Esquivel,
swept the polls in a massive landslide. Price
lost in his constituency to a new comer,
Derick Aikman, the youngest politician to
be elected in Belize.
Thus, after more than twenty-five years
of PUP monopoly on power, the electorate
handed over the ship of state to Esquivel's
UDP coalition. The UDP's era begun with
great expectation that, they would resurrect
the bankrupt. economy and acid dJDiity to
the social contract. So they started off in
their "New Direction." Things seem to be
paying off: under the UDP stewardship the
country's gross domestic product rose to
between six and seven percent marks last
year. Be that as it may, their promised
economic prosperity is yet to transform the
lives of the vast majority. Belize Central
Bank Governor Allan Slusher speaking at a
Belize Consortium annual general meeting
this month in New York, said, that while
the economy is prospering this 'prosperity is
not being enjoyed by all, it is slowly trickling down to the masses. Amidst growing
disenchantment with many of their
domestic policies, the UDP must face the
voters' judgment in general elections
scheduled for 1989.

Pqet3
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In the foreign policy arena, no major victors have been won. Along with the
Guatemalan claim, a growing refugee problem now demands- urgent national attention. Negotiations with Guatemala continues almost on a tri-monthly basis. Last
July the last round of talks were held in
Miami. And although there has been no
diplomatic breakthrough, both Belize and
Guatemala . said they will put whatever
agreement is reached to the test of a
referendum,
In a recent interview, Sir Edney Cain the
High Commissioner for Belize to London, England and Chairman of the
government's bipartisan committee on the
Guatemalan Claim said, "The possibility of
working something out with Guatemala is
good, however, there are factions in

FEATURES
Faced with the Guatemalan claim and its
growing cnetral American refugees problem, if the Esquivel Government were
counting on support from Washington and
the other countries of Central America to
take a firm stand against Guatel1l8l&; they
were soundly disappointed when the issue
was overshadowed by the other conflicts in
the region.
Just before Costa Rican President Oscar
Arias Sanchez's peace plan was announced
last fall, Belize Foreign Minister Dean Barrow and his Central American Ambassador
Santiago Perdomo visited the other countries hoping to gain some diplomatic support. But the Belize/Guatemala dispute was
omitted from the Arias peace plan. And
Washington continues to look the other
way. There were no contact with the U. S.

went on to say, that Belize participation in
hemispheric affairs may be enhanced if the
Organization of American States [OAS]
ratifies the Protocol of Cartagena. This will
p..ive the way for Belize to join the Inter~~erican system in the year 1990.
When it comes to the problem of its Central American refugees, the official count
on the refugees are inconsistent at best. Acting Representative for the United Nations
High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR)
Guilher Da Cunha sets the figure at 3,900.
But a Ministry of Home Affairs official in
Belize said, "the figure is between 25,()(X) to
30,000, and that is conservative estimate."
When it comes to UN refugees funding, We
are at a disadvantage because of their
figures, the oficial said.
Belize is not a signatory to the UNHCR
Treaty on Refugees. However, Da Cunha
describes the relations with the Government
as, "very cordial." He went on to 'say,
"They have an open generous policy on
refugees" They are still examining the
possibility of signing the 1961 UNHCR's
treaty on refugees, the UN representative
said.
Da Cunha said the UN provides Belize
wi th US 300,030 to assist in its refugee
resettlement program. Part of this allocation is spent on administrative cost for a
branch of UNHCR Office in Belmopan.
This branch office is administratively linked
to UNHCR's regional office in Mexico City. uN Funds only cover the Valley of
Peace program for 3,900 Salvadoran
refugees the previous government started in
western Belize in the early 19805.

Albert Street lD BelIze Oty U A summary of tile IIeIOtiatioD posItIo8."

Guatemala that must be taken into-account.
But we have to persevere." On a question of
Belize's relationship with the rest of Central
America the High Commissioner stated, the
relationship is progressing. "On the part of
the other countries there is an element of
caution: they have to be careful of their
relationship with Guatemala. "
"There is a long standing ambivalence
regarding Belize's position in Central
America. As far as a Central American
parliament is concerned, there are pros and
cons in considering Belize's participation in
a Central American talkshop. The pro have
to do with a de facto recognition of Belize.
the con relates to our reluctance to join in a
Central American block for fear of being
culturally overwhelemed."

Administration when Secretary of State
George P. Shultz stopped off in Guatemala
on his recent Latin American tour.
Asked to assess the implication of
Washington's posturing in Central
America, Belize's Ambassadcr to the
United States His Excellency Ambassador
Edward Laing said, "it would be helpful
toward unity and peace if any problem between two countries in the isthmus can be
solved. But unless the two parties request
intervention, it's not normal for a third party to get involved. We have got, of course.
support from the Caricom countries. Those
are the only countries other than the United
Kingdom which is obliged to support us. So
it is not surprising, I think in the real
diplomatic world. " Ambassador Laing

Now that the hopes of Oscar Arias's
Peace Plan seems to be fading, the
possibility of a U.S. Congress military aid
package to the Nicaraguan Contras, may
increase Central America's political and
military stakes in the coming. Belize will inevitable be plagued by the question of its
identity, as more and more Central
American refugees continue to cross over
its borders in search of peace and the new
life in the "Land of the free" that
Guatema'a stiR wants. -BUt roFROW,- British
"Appropriate Time" defense dock eontinues to run, while the United States wait inside the shadows of Central America's complex conflicts.

(Parks is Belizean citizen
and a student at Baruch.
The author's views are not
necessarily those at The
Ticker Editorial Staff.)

THE GUIDE TO SUCCESS
By ANGELA SHANKAR
Whether you are an investor, financial
manager, accountant, financial analyst or a
student about to embark upon the corporate world, The Vest-Pocket MBA
can be just the right tool to provide you
with that "added touch" needed to succeed
in the financial world.
Written by three learned professors of accounting, this book is a concise, handy
pocket problem solver with answers to all
sorts of vital financial questions like:
-How to measure cash flow
-How to measure divisional profit
-How to apply trend analysis to business
-How to make better decisions with
statistics and other forecasting tools.
-How to quickly evaluate any company's
financial position
It contains formulas, guidelines, examples, ratios, tables, charts and rules of
thumbs. The Vest-Pocket MBA addresses pertinent issues that arise in the
business world everyday. The information
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provided is reliable, concise, practical, easy
to understand and current, as the book was
published in 1986.
The Vest-Pocket MBA, designed in a
question-answer format, provides facts and
information about accounting tools and
guidelines, financial and economic
measures, and quantitative methods and
computer applications.
This 294-page, comprehensive book is
divided into three sections, each pertaining
to a different aspect of the business world.
The first part of this book provides
techniques for analyzing a company's
financial position. It encompasses the Income Statement, the Balance Sheet, Liquidity and Solvency data. Also included,
are internal accounting applications that
help to realize a company's potential in
areas like: profitability, high market share
and product leadership.
Other topics like: break-even analysis.
capital budgeting, risk return trade-off,

recommend book for business majors.

"The Vest-Pocket
M SA can ... provide
you with that
'added touch'
to succeed."
assets management and financing techniques are introduced in the following section. Also provided, are guidelines for
evaluating short or long term proposals for
financial and economic decision making.
The concluding, part of the book, pertains to quantitative methods and computer
applications. The authors introduce various
methods for the use of basic statistics, the
use of forecasting techniques and regression
analysis.
The Vest-Pocket MBA is a highly

Availabi> in paper-back form, this book is

available in almost any book store, for a
mere $8.95. The book is written by three accounting professors: Joel G .. Siegal,
Abraham J. Simon and Jae K. Shim.
Joel G. Siegal is currently °a professor of
Accounting and Finance at Queens College.
He is the author of thirteen published and .
about-to-be-published books and over onehundred articles. He is also the 1972 recipient of the Outstanding Educator of
America Award.
Abraham J. Simon is the professor of
Accounting and Information Systems at
Queens College. He has authored professional books for the AICPA and the Council on Municipal Performance.
J ae K. Shim is the professor of Accounting and Computer Science at California
State University. He too, has written several
professional publications, and is actively involved in computer consulting.

It is no Secret that the most effective way
for a writer to reach his audience is to write
about a subject that will evoke a deep interest in them. The person should be a
popular figure that the people will want to
read about. A writer who puts the interest
of his readers before his own, is a writer
whose work is most likely to sell. One such
writer is Carl Rollyson, Associate Dean of
Liberal Arts and Sciences at Baruch College.
Rollyson, in his writing tries to reach a
much broader audience than his previous
audience which had essentially been
scholars. These were people who would
read his work in academic journals and
comment: "You write very well. Why don't
you think of writing for a larger audience
and not just an academic audience?"
That he is writing for a much larger audience is reflective in his three biographies.
In each of them, the subject, has in some
sense, a body of accomplishment. Marilyn
Monroe was famous for her movies and
photographs. For Lilian Hellman, it was
her plays, her screen writing and her
political activities. And Martha Gellhorn,
the woman he is presently' writing about,
was a war correspondent and a journalist
who has written for over 5<;) years.
Unlike the other two women, Martha
Gellhorn is not well-known. She does,
however, have the potential to become very
popular. Partly because of Rollyson's
biography of her and the fact that her
books are being reprinted. In addition to
her writing; Martha Gellhom was Ernest
Hemmingway's third wife. This little bit of
informatiORwHl-~6tailtly
- touchdf'aR~x

tra spark of interest in the-public. They.will

enjoy reading about a woman who was
once intimate with one of the greatest
American writers of our time.

The Associate Dean Has
Written Biographies of
Marilyn Monroe and
Lillian Hellman.
"'They probably appeal to
various aspects of my
personality,'" he explained.
Martha Gellhorn's magnetic personality
will enable her to gain the recognition she
so richly deserves. She will be of great
value.
"In some sense, all of the people I write
about, I think are great cultural figures."
Rollyson commented. "They tell us a lot
about our culture so there will have to be
several ingredients in that person that appeal to me and they probably appeal to
various aspects of my personality."
In writing biographies, Rollyson
discovered his strength as a writer. He
wrote about individuals and individual
works of art. He had always written about
people-authors or playwrights, actors or
politicians. His interest in writing goes back
to the early stages of his life.
"I have found a way, I think, to deal
with that subject. But, I have to deal with it
in terms which speak to my strength as a
writer." Rollyson remarked with some exultation.
Since drama has played a major role in
his life, it is not surprising that he has written about film. Though his biography on
Marilyn Monroe is about film, it is
somewhat different from the others. What

•

ting. He became his own director where he
wrote his own scripts and he was in
charge of the whole show. That was very
rewarding for him but in the course of doing his college courses that pertained to his
English major, he was prolific and in some
ways, he found that equally or even more
satisfying than teaching.
"Then I was in total control, they were
my words. It was totally my production and
I wasn't even relying on a class of
students. "
Rollyson saw his writing as coming out of
his early interest in drama. In a sense, he is
wri ting about drama as well as performing
it.
~
He published his first article in a yearly
~ publication at Michigan State University
when he was an undergraduate, entitled
:> "The Honor College Essay." That was in
8 the year 1969. In 1976, he began to publish
scholarly articles about William Faulkner
and other great American writers. His
published career as a writer began in the
same year. with the scholarly publications.
He has been writing for over ten years.

By ADELE BUTLER
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Carl Rollyson

makes it so different, is that he went out
and he interviewed several people.' He interviewed people who worked with the actress. He interviewed her friends and as he
interviewed them, he showed them parts of
the book. And they asked him: "Who are
you writing this for?"
These people were saying that he was
really a writer who was a scholar. Rollyson
did n()t._ttlinlcQf __himself'. primarily. as a
writer but asa scholar and bisway of OODveying this scholarship was through his
writing. Somewhere in the middle of writing
his Marilyn Monroe book, he actually went
through a change of identity. And, he
became: " ... not a scholar who happens to
write because that is a way to convey
scholarship but rather a writer who happened to come out of a scholarly
background. " .
Over the last few years, Carl Rollyson's
productivity as a writer has increased. He
has discarded the scholarly mentality which
at times, can be a terrible burden because it
limits one's self-expression. And what
makes him such a successful writer is
, '...the everyday persistence. Having a great
inspiration, a great idea. Sometimes, in
forcing myself to write, I come up with
what I hope are the great ideas."
Rollyson grew up in Detroit, Michigan.
He attended Michigan State University
where he attained a BA degree in English.
At the University of Toronto, he received
his PhD and Master's degree. His first
teaching experience was at a private school
for girls just outside of Philadelphia. In an
environment where there were about 3000
students and all the administration were
'Nomen, Rollyson felt, for the first time in
his life, like the minority. Nevertheless, he
enjoyed his experience as a teacher immensely and was able to complete his PhD.
In the fall of 1976, Rollyson went to
Wayne State University in Detroit. This
was, in a sense, a "coming home" period
for him, since he had grown up there. The
job, however, is what had drawn him back
to Detroit ~ There he began teaching as an
assistant professor in the Adult Education
Program in Humanities. That is where he
seized the opportunity to teach literature as
well as film and art courses in the
disciplinary courses.
It was at Wayne State University where
many of Rollyson's writing interests were
developed. And a couple of years toward
the end of his tenure there, he was Assistant
Dean at Graduate School and his responsibility was to provide certain graduate programs in the .supervision of Doctorate

"I saw many people
who had a great deal
of difficulty ,'. he
disclosed quietly.

students. And then, in September last year,
he carne as Associate Dean to the school of
Liberal Arts & Science to Baruch.
In more ways than one, teaching has
enriched Carl Rollyson's life. It was unlike
his career as an actor which was as unfulfilling as it was rewarding. Most of his interest
in writing goes back to the fact that by the
age of 13 or 14, he was very interested in ac.tiIl8.,p~~li~ speaking _~I1~_ ori~~~~lx., ... he
his career as anactor, which was as unfulfillthought that he would be an actor. He
radio. He soon found out, however, after
doing some acting, that it was very difficult
to make a living as an actor.
"I saw many talented people who had a
great deal of difficulty." He disclosed
quietly.
•
By this time, he was in college as an
undergraduate and one of his drama
teachers said: "Well, why don't you get a
teaching certificate? You will always have a
job as a teacher if not as an actor."
It was precisely at that moment that
Rollyson became very interested in writing
and in literature. He decided that he would
teach at college and for him, teaching was
very appealing because it was a kind of performance. In teaching, he discovered a
freedom which had been missing in his ac-
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For many years, Carl Rollyson has expressed a profound interest in History. He
had ~~~Y-!.!!!!~J~__o,yriti~ al?_ou~.Jhe study_
of a period in Americanbistory.Thc period .
between 1945-1960 in America,' known as
the Cold War has always fascinated him.
While he was at Michigan State University,
he applied for a sabatical to write the Oold
War history. He ended up writing about
Norman Mailer, another one of his interests. He wrote several articles about him
and he never wrote about the Cold War
history.
For ten years, the desire to write about
the Cold War has been with him and he has
never been able to do so. And he probably
never will. But, if one were to examine
carefully, the type of writing he has done so
far r like in his biography of the play-wright,
Lilian Hellman, one would see that it is
Cold War history. One part of her life is
very much involved in the history of Cold
War.
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Do you want to prepare for an International career?
Do you want to get practical experience with an
internship abroad?
Do you want to become fluent in a foreign language?
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Visit the University of South carolina table at the MBA Forum in Los
Angeles, at the Sheraton Plaza La Reina, 6101 West Century Blvd.
November 18-19, 1988
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Or write: MISS Program- Dept KM,
College of Business Administration,
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University of South Caroiina, Columbia,
SC 29208 I Phone: (803) 777-2730
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Stark's Arts

T.V.

channel 2 at 4 p.m. Also on the syndicated
tap is USA Today: The Television Show
(early Monday mornings at 12 a.m. on 2)
and Group One Medical, a painstakingly
graphic medical show.

T'he
Fa.ll Season;

What's

By E. VALENTINE

coming?

'ROLOGUE
pLAYER:

Unlike most students Max Rowe opted to
take an unusual approach in completing his
undergraduate career at Baruch. The end of
1986 Max took an extended leave to try to
get some valuable experience under his belt,
working in the "real world" in his chosen
field of journalism.
Max went south, to Florida and, for a
year had the opportunity to get a taste of
what it is like to be a reporter and writer for
a major newspaper. It was an experience as
Max says, he "wouldn't trade for the
world. "
A year ago he returned. But Max wasn't
yet ready to take up the day to day routine
of attending classes again. There was
another slice of life he wanted to experience. He had always weighed t~e
possibility of working in the field of sO~Ial
services in a City Agency. So, following
through on a personal resolution to find
out, he "enlisted." The following is aneyewitness account. A year in the life of a
Baruch undergraduate student in the
employ of "The Little Shop of Horrors,"
the Bureau of Building Management. a
typical agency of the City of New York.
May it only serve as a warning to protect the
innocent, the unsuspecting, the disillusioned, and the misinformed considering
dedicating a life-time of service to a New
York City Agency.

John Evangelista, assistant to the director. Simply a witness (another stooge)
mindless puppet of John F. Leis. .

~UITABLE

iU ACKGROUND
.tIUSIC:
Play the theme from the motion picture
"Alien" or, if that's not available, the
theme from "The Twilight Zone" will
substitute nicely.

AN l:XPEKIENCl:, LIKl: CRACK, UNl: WOULD BE
Bl: rrtf< ADVfSED TO LEAVE ALONE "

ID HE

~ETTING:

~ CENARIO:

Max began working at ihe Bureau of
Building .Management, Office of Facilities
Operations May 18, 1987. On or about the
beginning of June 1987. it was requested
that he attend an informal conference in the
office of Leis. Also in attendance at the
conference was John Evangelista, Michael
Wall and office staff member Danny
Nalawade, At that time it was inquired of
Max whether or not he would take on the
duties of a Principal Administrative Aide as
a worker in the' Violations Unit. At the
time, the second workers who usually staff
the Violations Unit had not been in attendance for very lengthy periods of time, and
there appeared to have been a backlog. Max
was also informed by Leis that based on his
education, training and work experience he
would initiate the process of upgrading him
to the title of Technical Support Aide and

New York City's infamous "Stroll." a
seedy section of town so named because of
the proliferation of prostitutes pimps and
their" Johns." The facility itself is a condemned building reclaimed where literally
nothing works (the elevators, the
restrooms, the heat in the winter, the airconditioning in the summer, the copy
machines, the telephones. (You get the
picture- F Troop).

'LAYERS:

John F. Leis, director, Bureau of
Building Management Services. A man of
whom it might be said, "there is considerably less to him then meets the eyes,"
sentenced to this Bureau amid myriad
allegations of improprieties regarding the
handling of City employees, et al.
R. Max Rowe, office-aide hired May 18,
1987. Tall, handsome, mild-mannered,
unassuming, pursuing a career in the field
of journalism while working' conscientously
to support himself by way of doing office
clerical related duties, but, tragically, black- in the wrong place at the wrong time.

Michael Wall, director of the Violations
Unit within which Max Rowe works.
Call Mike Wall, Uthe thin man, "
emaciated, underpaid trying to extricate
himself from the City Agency system but,
tragically a willing pawn of John F. Leis.
Mike Wall, at one time a secret malcontent
who would challenge the nonsensical
demands of John F. Leis in the end
becemes a total Willing stooge; . .
.•,
,

that the paper work required would be forthcoming. From that day forward June 1,
1987 to April 1, 1988 Max worked out-oftitle in the Violations Unit, meaning he
worked at a higher level than he tested for
and was hired at, and for that, he was fully
entitled to be compensated for the work he
did. He has not seen a penny of it.
On Dec. 9, 1987 Max along with his immediate supervisor Michael Wall, met with
Leis to present a Grievance Form. A
measure afforded unionized New York City
employees to help mediate disputes with
management. Leis read the form and at that
time proceeded to inform Max that he
should reconsider, that he would be
negating his opportunity to be upgraded to
Technical Support Aide. In addition, Leis
informed Max that (although he had
already completed and submitted the paper
work for the Technical Support Aide posi-

, , EMPLOYMEN r IN A NEW YORK ell Y AGENCY

The Office of Facilities Operations.
Bureau of Building Management Services.
260 l l th Ave., New York. the area AKA:
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tion) it was an opportune time f?r. him. to
apply for a Provisional Administrative
Associate position since there was an opening forthcoming. He questioned Max's immediate Supervisor, Wall as to whether he
felt Max was capable of handling the
various assundry duties involved in working
in a P.A.A. position, to which Wall
repeatedly assured him that he felt Max
was. Leis then handed Max a sheath of
forms to be completed to facilitate his application for the position. Max took them,
filled them out and returned them to him
the next day, Dec. 10, 1987.
Since June, 1987 Max has yet to be justly
remunerated for the work he has done.
As of April 1988 he has been
systematically been harassed by the Director of the Bureau of Building Management
and by Wall in an effort to coerce him into
quitting his position. What kind of har.assment you might ask? The very worst kind.
Make believe you've completed an accounting exam. You hand in your test to professor so and so and two days later, you
find he has neatly erased your answers, put
in wrong ones and flunked you. Get the picture? A no-win situation, and funky.
Suspected Reason: (1) because Max filed
a grievance when it became apparent that
Leis had no intention of honoring his proposal to upgrade him (2) to avoid paying
him what is justly due him for the work he
performed (3) discrimination (probably
race-related. )

Municipal Buildi'7Zg
Centre Street at Chamber,
Street
1914, J.\1cKim, M~/Jd 0-
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LOOK OUT! Angels 88 is coming this
fall to Fox Broadcasting. Believe it! The
fledgling fourth network, like its much
older and popular counterparts, is finally
gearing up for the 1988-89 television
season. Angels 88 is just one of many new
shows scheduled to premiere next month.
Soon to be seen here on channel 5
(WNYW), Angels 88 is the story of four
young girls who set up a private investigation firm after their T. V. show is canceled
by The Cosby Show
Yeah, I know,
Another new FOl show, already out of the
starting gate is Beyond Tomorrow. Seen on
Saturdays at 9 p.rn., Beyond Tomorrow is
an hour long peek into our technological
and medical future.
While Fox prepares to battle the three big
networks, primarily on the strength of its
Sunday night line up (21 Jump Street,
America's Most Wanted, Married With

FEATURES LOOKS BACK
Five years ago in The Ticker ...
Baruch students first began to hear of the
computerized on-line registration which
would take each student from "recruitment
to graduation." At that time Raymond
Nava, director of the Administrative Computing Center predicted that the system
would be partially operational by the Fall of
1984. As we all know the on-line system was
not fully implemented until last
year ...Scandals rocked the College as
Marketing Professor Ronald Gatty was
found to nave not taught classes during the
course of. three semesters ·constituting
neglect of duty and the Student Center faced fiscal crisis because of deficit spending
for several consecutive years. Gatty was
subsequently suspended for half a year. He
also distinguished himself by telling one
class to "Get the textbook written by the
Jew "according to one of his students. But
Gatty, in an attempt to explain what he
really said. stated that the remark had actually been, "I can't see any reason for
selecting this textbook over the others we
are using. It is certainly no better. I don't
know. maybe it was written by a Jewish
author. The Marketing Department at
Baruch is controlled by Jews." His version
of the comment certainly sounds better,
doesn't it?
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movie,

Freddy will host his own horror show.

Over at the networks NBC will welcome
back The Cosby Show, A Different World,

World Series. [Once the series is done look
for} Hunter, Family Ties, ALF, and Do)' By
Day to return the week of October 23-30.
Unfortunately, fans of Cheers, Night
Court, L.A. Law, and Miami Vice will have
to wai t yet another week for the premiere of
those shows. Returning shows on ABC and
CBS wittmore_.or lessioHcw-the--iall1e--Wr-.
mat as NBC (filtering in new and returning
shows into the line-up on a week by week
basis) except ABC and CBS will have an extra
week to get their season rolling since neither
is carrying The World Series. ABC will,
however, be covering the American and National League Championship Games from
October 4-13. NBC and CBS will, of
course, counter with entirely new programming. So CBS, 'with no sports specials at all,
appears to have a slight edge on its competition with an extra week of programming in
which it can use to spotlight its new shows
and, hopefully, grab ratings as well as an
audience.
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-----------------Angel's 88 to premiere on Fox this Fall.

Until the new season begins, around October 3rd, non-network programming may
be your best bet. Although new episodes of
Star Trek: The Next Generation won't be
available for another four weeks, some new
syndicated shows are already ready to roll
on channels 5, 9, and 11.
What did "The Man of Steel" do as a
teen? Well wonder no more. Superboy, the
live action series kicks off the first week in
October and will hark back to
Clark Kent's college days in Smallsville.
Also making his syndicated debut is the
"Dream Master" himself, Freddy Krueger.
He'll host A Nightmare On Elm Street:
Freddy's Nightmares, a horror anthology.
the Munsters TodllY. brings back that
lovable bunch at 1313 Mockingbird Lane
with an entirely new cast and Wor of the
Worlds, based on the sci-fi thriller that
made headlines 35 years ago, will premiere
sometime in early October. The New Gong
Show is already snowing weekdays at 6
p.m, on channel 11 and On Trial, a courtroom show that uses reai foo~~ fro,D] ~- '.
tual court cases, can be seen weekdays bh"
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October 3-9. Of course these premieres will
be offset about a week later because of The
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227, Amen, The Golden Girls, Highway To
Heaven, The Hogan Family, Sonny Spoon,
and Unsolved Mysteries during the week of

o

•

ing romance, has already premiered. It can
be seen Saturdays at 8 p.m. Murphy Brown
(Mondays 9-9:30 p.rn.) will star Candice
Bergen as an ace reporter for a T.V. news
show while TV 101 (Tuesdays 8-9 p.rn.)
stars Sam Robards as a journalism teacher
who brings his high school newspaper into
the television age. Close To Home (Saturdays 8:30-9 p.m.) stars James Naughton, of
the Diet Dr. Pepper commercials, as a husband who must care for his teenage
daughter after his wife steps out on him to
"discover"
herself and Paradise
(Thursdays 9-10 p.m.) stars Lee "Matt
Houston" Horsley as an 1890s gunslinger
who inherits his dying sister's four young
children. Dirty Dancing: The Sitcom will
fill the 8 p.m. timeslot on Saturday and will
star Patrick Cassidy as Johnny. Also look
for Mary Tyler Moore on Wednesdays at
8:30 and Dick Van Dyke at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday in a revival of his old Dick Van
Dyke Show, with a slightly different twist.

-'

SEIfIES

miniseries reruns with new programming
sprinkled sparcely throughout the networks
daily schedule.

..

l

of sitcom,

..

M'N'·

and NBC do not plan to officially launch
their new seasons until the 1988 Summer
Olympics are over. In the meantime, if
you're not into the Olympics (NBC is
devoting over 179 hours to the summer
games_ at ..Seouh; be prepared.... ~ . -Cl

Twenty years ago in The Ticker...
A total of 30 students fired petitions to
run for positions QIl the Day Session Student Government. Eight students ran for
DSSG president (and we thought four in
May of 1988 showed great student involvement!) ... The Student Center Radio Station
(now WBMB) prepared to broadcast live
for the first time? It's first headquarters?
An old check room off the Marble Lounge
on the second floor of die Student Center.

l

;, .-.".

Dirty Dancing .will be • sitcom this season.

Children, The Garry Shandling Show,
Tracy Ullman, and Duet), ABC, CBS,

Fifteen years ago in The Ticker...
The first Faculty Evaluation forms were
reviewed and several problems were found
with the wording of some of the questions.
The results were then placed in the Day Session Student Government so as to be
available to students. Most students are not
aware that these records are still available
every semester in the DSSG office and may
be read upon request.

(

I.

.
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All in all, a fine howdy do and welc~me
to the wonderful world of employment In a
New York City agency, an experience, like
crack, one would be better advised to leave
alone.

Twenty-four years ago in The Reporter...
The Student Council began the semester
plagued with problems, the main one being
there was no elected president. The article
finished by stating that the Student Council
leaders and members agreed that it was
hard to work out the problems when so few
students cared." J..
..
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As far as the new programming goes;
ABC is already into itsl 2th--s~on of Monday Night Football. A That's Incredible
revival called Incredible Sunday will fill the
7 p.m, slot on Sundays and Hollywood
Squares' "pretty boy" host John Davidson
will host. At 8 p.m. on Sundays Margaret
WhittoR and Anthony Andrews will star as
a couple that gives up on its marriage but
not on their hit T. V. series. A Fine
Romance is the name of that one. Peter
Falk is back as Columbo on Saturdays from
9 p.m. to 11 p.m.' and he'll be alternating
weeks with Burt Reynolds as a retired New
York City cop now private detecting in
Palm Beach and Lou Gossett Jr. as a professor 'of anthropology who leaves the
classroom for adventure and suspense.
Finally ABC has Knightwatch, a story involving a bunch of ex-gang members who
clean up the streets of their city. Unfortunately, for this show, it's up against The
Cosby Show and A Different World and we
all know how that is.

weBS
On CBS First Impression, starring Brad
Garrett as a single fatner woo produces funny radio commercials while tenatively seek-

c;:
o
Burt Re)1lolds plays a private detective in Palm

Beach.
-~---------
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On tap at NBC is Empty Nest (premiering Oct. 8 at 9:30 p.m.) It stars Richard
Mulligan as a widowed Miami pediatrician
trying to cope with his daughters, Kristy
McNichol and Dinah Manoff. Judd
Hirsch's wife skips out on him in Dear John
(Thursdays 9:30-10 p.m.) and Gary Cole is
the Midnight Caller. Soon to be seen in
Crime Story's old timeslot (Tuesdays at 10)
Cole plays Nighthawk, an ex-cop with a call
in crime stopper program. The sci-fi thriller
Something Is Out There, starring Maryam
d'Abo from The Living Daylights, picks up
where the mini-series left off. It premieres
Friday, October 28th at 9 p.m. Miami Vice
moves back to its old 10 p.m. slot where it
captures the most ratings. The critically acclaimed Tattinger's premieres October 26th
in St. Elsewhere's old time period and stars
Blythe Danner and Stephen Collins as
popular New York restaurateurs in a new
ensemble show from the creators of St.
Elsewhere. Finally, Baby Boom, also highly
praised by critics, stars Kate Jackson playing the Diane Keaton role from the hit
movie and, as usual, will pick up where the
feature film left off.

No new T. V. season would be complete
without Mini-Series. Get ready for War and
Remembrance, ABC's multi-million dollar
sequel to Herman Wolks Winds of War.
ABC is offering us thirty hours of this supposed "great epic." Don't worry though,
T. V. viewers will only have to sit through
eighteen of those thirty painstaking hours
this fall, with the rest due to air in the spring. The Woman ofBrewster Place will also
be served up somewhere between War and
Rememberance and it will be based on the
book of the same name. Oprah Winfrey,

Moses Gunn, Robin Givens, Cicely Tyson,
and Paul Winfield will star. Also look for
NBC's Around the World in 80 days starring Pierce Brosnan, Favorite Son with
Harry Hamlin(L A.. .law.), aDd TJIe~--
Escape II with Christopher·-ReeYe, picking
up where Steve McQueen left off.
The new T. V. season sounds promsing.
After waiting so long for new programming it will be interesting to see how
couch potatoes view the upcoming season.
Will they stay with cable and the movies, or
will everyone simply come home to NBC,
CBS, and ABC.

KJlte JtIdcson aDd baby ia Baby Boom.

One final note: Disney returns to NBC
this fall in the guise of something called The
Magical World of Disney. It's good to see
Disney back with NBC where it belongs.
Blythe

DanDer

aad
Stepbell

Collias
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bean's record collection was so deep that he
used to black out the labels on his records
so that no one could use the same beat
breaks. (Jellybean was the king of the beat
break.) Although he has permanently left
the booth (except for a rare cameo appearance), Jellybean is still a musical force.
His material can be heard on Chrysalis
Records.

~2

Inch

Larry Legend. Believe it or not.. some of
those memorable nights at Garage were
courtesy of Vietor.. not Larry. While he has
been able to gain some public recognition
via the Garage, it is that same club that has
kept him from gaining the acclaim that he
rightly deserves.
Perhaps it is a bit unfair that I should
8. David Morales: David is good enough to
construct a list of my top ten New York disc
warrant a spot on this list, yet he is not past
jockeys given the pall I cast in my last
his prime, unlike most of the others. David
column ("The Tale of One Citv"
started
at the Ozone Layer in Brooklyn,
-,
September 13). Admittedly, I am stilI feelthen moved to Lovelite, where he became
ing nostalgic, and I, too, am still looking
famous. David's technique and skill are
for feasible club alternatives. By construcvery solid, although he tends to play the
ting this list, I can revel in the glory and exsame songs from week to week. David's
citement of days gone past. Nevertheless,
most significant assets are his control of the
below-is the official "Tale of the 12 Inch"
system he plays on, and the control he has
Top Ten disc jockey ranking. Qualificaover his crowd. In this respect, he is untions for consideration include a DJ's havdoubtedly one of the best. David also has
ing retained a position in a New York-area
done well in the studio, with remixes of Innightclub for at least six (6) months, mixing
stinctual by Imagination and Love Wi/I
technique and skill, creativity, depth of
Save The Day by Wbitney Houston to his
record collection, and control over one's
credit. Look for David to be the one disc
audience.
jockey that is able to bridge New York's
past and future; you can hear him play now
on Friday nights at 1018.
7. Frankie Knuckles: Admittedly, Frankie
Knuckles was a bit better when he played at
The Warehouse in Chicago, but he is still
one of New York's best solely on the basis of
his work at The World. Frankie has one of
As noted in my last column, quite a few
the more difficult DJ assignments in New
things have changed on the New York
York, for The World's clientele is more
nightclub scene since its heyday nearly a
diverse than is the clientele of most other
decade ago. Such changes, while seemingly
clubs. Thus, he must find a way to unify all
negative for the most part, have brought
races while playing only underground
along new disc jockeys that warrant menmusic. He does an excellent job. Frankie,
tion. Hopefully, these new disc jockeys will
Iike Da vid Morales, has done a large
usher in a new era of nightclub activity:
amount of work in the studio; he was
Merlin Bobb, Bobby Condors, Junior Vasdirectly responsible for the cult classic , Babv
quez, and David DiPino. Merlin Bobb is
Likes To Ride. (He also has done a remix of .
currently working at Atlantic Records in
A in ': Nobody, to be .released on \\" arner
their Artist and Repetoire (A&R) departBrothers' Greatest Hits album for Chaka
ment. Merlin can be heard every second
Khan.) There is no single category that one
week on WBLS-FM's Saturday night dance
could say Frankie is outstanding in, but he
party. (He alternates wit h Timmy
is solid in all of them. The only negative
Regisford.) Bobby Condors also can be
about Frankie is that he may be slightly past
heard on WBLS-FM, both on the Saturdav
his prime.
night mix and on the midday mix Monda~
through Saturday. Junior Vasquez has
carved a niche for himself playing at The
Space and Sound Factory/Bassline on Friday and Saturday nights. (Junior may not
have a club to play at much longer,
however; see NOTES.) David Di Pino got
his start at Paradise Garage playing on
Saturday nights; he now plays every Friday
night at Tracks.

4. Tony Humphries: Tony has been around
a long time. Most people know him from
the Mastermix dance party on WRKS-FM,
but Tony has been playing in clubs since the
early 19705. Tony has remained a very busy
man: besides the Mastermix dance party,
Tony has done a lot of mixing in the studio
for various record companies, and has been
at Zanzibar for longer than most people can
remember. Tony's record collection is
ridiculously deep, and there, is no better
mixer, past or present. It can be safely said
that if Tony had played in New York, he
would have been bigger than Larry Levan.

COMING .JOCK'S

10. "Li'I'" Louie Vega: Some people that
know my taste in music will wonder how I
could have the unmitigated gall to include a
non-underground disc jockey in this Top
Ten list. The answer is quite simple: Louie
Vega is fierce! Louie mainly plays freestyle
and hip-hop, both of which I can tolerate
for only so long, but Louie's mixes and
technique are among the best, if not the
best, in New York City. Now playing at
Studio 54, Louie made his name while playing at Heartthrob after being a driving froce
behind Tile Latin .Raseals. Louie's crowd.
always thousands strong, follows him
wherever he goes, and Louie's program
never disappoints. That he is included in
this list of underground disc jockeys as being one of the best without playing
underground music should show the reader
just how good Louie Vega is.
9. Victor Rosato: Victor Who? Former
members of Paradise Garage will recognize
the name. Victor has remained one of New
York's best rkept secrets, principally
because he has played in the shadow of

John "Jell)'bean" Benitez, with his superior
skills and deep record collection, has spun
himself into the #6 spot.
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Unusual Mix.

this is the album to buy. The words of the
sODBS stick out' with more meaning than
Walter ever arranged in a family album.

GreeD. Could other artists be heading in the
same direction? It certainly looks that way.
Reputable artists are now trying to
label themselves as "christian entertainers"
rather than gospel artists trying to minister
the gospel through music.
Howard Hewett, Prince, Shirley Mur- .'
dock, and Luther Vandross have gospel
backgrounds that helped them to acclaim
their fame, but at least they didn't mislead
the music and lyrics they wanted to promote to the public. They were straight forward, therefore the public respected them.
!he same can't be said for gospel artists trymg to conform from gospel to R&B or
christian entertainment.

Nowadays people feel that gospel music
has become too secular for the church
because of the artists' consistant crossover
with other secular artists. TIle Wi. . . ARCrouche, Amy Grant and many ~ther
artists who started out in gospel are singing
R&B or singing with R&D artists. To some
of the public this can be a hinderence to an
artists' ministry of music, to others it is a
blessing. A hinderence because the people
that oppose crossover artist don't like the
feeling of listening to songs like Vanessa
Bell Armstrongs' Pressing On knowing full
well that without the words one could
boogie until his booty drops. A blessing
because artists like The Winans or Commissioned are more concerned with the "word
ministry" (proclaiming the gospel at live
concerts) than the music ministry... scr~ch
The Richard Smallwood Singers are on
the way it sounds. Nevertheless how far can
the rise once again with their latest LP. Vione go before songs like BeBe-cece
sion. This is the first album where Richard
Winans Love Said Not So or The Winans
displays his talent on the piano. He actually
Give Me You edify the world or the church?
wrecks The Lords Prayer. The main hits to
The Winans relay messages in their albums
look for in this album is Renew
Me, A Love
,
So Strong and Glory to God.
but in their live concerts minister the
gospel: Can the same be spoken for other
artists like Aretha FrankUn or Denice
WUliams? Certainly not. Artists like Aretha
At last, after long anticipation Walter
were respectable in the gospel field before _JlawJdns_ finally releases an. album. This
they- went-inTo-R&lraJid made it big. Now
ti~e it's just the Hawkins family backing
that she has .acclaimed fame as the queen of
him up.. but thats all he needs, Special Gift
soul she recently tried to make a big comepours out incredible arrangements by
back in gospel, however her once loyal
~alter. Walter's music has been inspirafans dropped her because they felt she went
tional for years and this year has been no
off the deep and with her R&B. The same
different. It" you are looking for an encouragecould be said of Little Richard and AI
ing album without a contemporary context

ct.n:

Mini-

Gospel-vielDs

.

2. Bruce Forrest: Bruce Forrest was the
most complete disc jockey in New York City when he played at Better Days. He was
the only OJ that could mix with three turntables at the same time, program a beat on a
drum machine, and combine with keyboardist David Cole all in one night. Why is he
not number one? First, Better Days was
really too small for Bruce to get his just
due. Second, Bruce's cr-owd never fully appreciated the profound things he did with a
turntable. Those are the only two reasons
he is not number one. I would have loved to
have seen Bruce play at Paradise Garage. I
assure you, Bruce would have been a
legend.
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Attention choir directors and directresses, if there are songs you want to teach
your choir without difficulty then The
Hezi~i,!h Walker and Love Fellowship
ChoIT IS a must for you to buy. This debut
album is a smash in New York; and from
what I'm told the album is doing great in all
of th~ other s~ales. Love Fellowship is an
annointed choir growing beautifully in the
gospel field under the direction of Min
Hezikiah Walker. The messages in then:
songs are as simple as A-B-C but their
delivery is strong and so is their ;oloist. Kirby ~roWII sings the song .Spirit like a
f~lshed person eating Kentucky Fried
Chicken. The key hits of this album is The
Lord Will Make A Way Somehow ru
make it, and I Can't Forget.
'

The most incredible voices to watch for
in the year of 1988 is Take 6. David
Thomas, Mark Kibble, aaude V., Alvin
Chea Cedric Dent and Mervyn Warren
~ :,ngc- crossover jazz orientated gospel with
no music (accapella). No other group of
singers outside of The Manhattan Transfers
has a better blend than Take 6.
Success sparked off when they met unexpectingly in a bathroom in Nashville. The
group started out singing in small places
and took off from there. All of them, with
the exception of Cedric Dent is attending
graduate school or has already graduated
from college which helped this debut album
.- a.great deal. ~-album bas-beceme~ucb-a
great hit that even Stevie Wonder bought
150 copies of the album and gave them to
his friends that are celebreties. When Stevie
found out that one of his friends didn't
~ave a C:O p.layer for Take 6 he bought one
Just so his fnend could listen to this exciting
group. Take 6 is a gospel based group that
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has taken an old fashioned way of singing
gospel and has done something creative.
with it. Every song on the album is excellent. The unique arrangements of Mark
Kibble and Claude V. will. certainly give
recognition to this years gospel group of the
year.
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Take 6, an incre«lible gospel sound, not to be
missed in 88 or 89!
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The Robert Cray Band - Don't Be Afraid
Of The Dark
Polygram Records

I

1. Larry Levan: What else can be said about
this man that has not already been said?
Larry created the underground sound, and
through it, revolutionized dance music. He
was the most creative DJ on the New York
scene, and he made the most improbable
songs hits. Not only did he remake music,
he transformed music into an almost
religious experience. Larry was the king of
atmosphere and aura; there was no one better at creating a mood for the moment. Only Jellybean was better at controlling his
crowd. Technically, Larry was mediocre at
best, but he compensated for this by having
an unequaled record collection. (Larry supposedly owns the master tapes to the entire
SaJsoul Records collection.) Why is he
number one? It is because he was revolutionary in his interpretation, presentation,
and selection of underground dance music.

NOTES:
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6. John "Jellybean" Benitez: Jellybean,
believe it or not, was better than Louie
Vega while in his prime. Not only was he
great, but he made freestyle what it is today. Jellybean set the standard in freestyle
and hiphop, and there was no one (not even
Larry Levan) that could control a crowd the
way he could. Jellybean was also one of the
first to play with the system while spinning,
creating an aura that had to be experienced
Quite a few changes are about to occur
to be believed. The Roxy was "the Garage"
on the New York Club scene. Rumors are
of freestyle back in its day; its only
flying that a. new Paradise Garage is supdrawback was the violence "that ~ always' . ,",posed to 'open 'on 25th. Street. (Larry Levan
seemed to interrupt the fun. Also; Jelly': . issupposed to pby there.) Also, there is a
. " "." , . ..." , • ' . t.... . " .
• •
+-.. , ,
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Rock, Jazz and Blues;

3. Thorny Regisford: Timmy has probably
become the most successful DJ in New
York. Besides playing for WBLS-FM, Timmy is head of the Black Music division at
MeA Records, which is the strongest recording company today. He also used to play
at Area on (of all nights) Sundays, and used
to get a very large crowd. Timmy's record
collection is also ridiculous, and his oldies
set is as strong as anyones. He is currently
grooming Merlin Bobb so that Merlin will
make the transition to the clubs with little
or no difficulty.

UP ANO
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very strong rumor that Danceteria will
reopen in its old location on 21 st street. ..
One of the facts about the club scene is
that Sound Factory will be closed for a long
time.. perhaps until Thanksgiving. The City
is cracking down on all the after hours spots
since that fire at £1 Hoyo in the Bronx.
Subsequently, clubs like' Sound Factory are
being scrutinized closely and fined heavily if
their facilities are not consistent with City
regulations. Sound Factory's facility lacks
certain key safety measures, and thus will
be closed down. Tracks lost its liquor
license, and su pposedly is open illegally, so
the City has been there as well ...Prelude
Records has released a five volume set of
their greatest hits. It is not to be missed...
Timmy 'Regisfords remix of Stevie
Wonder's My Eyes is a winner... Rough
House has released a sample album on
Idler's Records. Todd Terry produced and
mixed the album... The hottest dance
album out now is House Sound of London
(ffrr Records). It is a killer from top to bottom, and includes Rock To The Beat by
Reese and Santonio, and Sa/sa House by
Richie Rich. (The Latin sample used for
Salsa House was taken from Michael
Jackson's Get On The F/oor.)

5. Tee Scott: Tee Scott is one of the
original DJs that made the club scene what
it was. Tee, along with Larry Patterson..
Larry Levan, and Walter Gibbons, was a
pioneer, yet he progressed with the times as
well as anyone. Tee is one the DJs that
began beat-matching in his program, the
style of mixing that is popular today. Admittedly, Tee's reign in the clubs came
before I even knew what a club was and my
judgment of him comes on the basis of
others' opinions. Those opinions obviously
are very strong, for he made the Top Five.

NEW YORK'S
TOP 10 DISC'
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Robert Cray and his band members have
turned out one fine follow-up to his smash
debut album, Strong Persuader. Don't be
afraid of the dark is an album with an
unusual mix of Rock, Jazz and Blues. The
title track is a rock/blues combo. Crav
plays a very enjoyable guitar. The next song
is the truest blues number on the album.
Don't you even care? sounds like it came
right out of a John Mayall and his
Bluesbreakers album. Night Patrol is an
upbeat rock tune where, once again, Cray
shines. The very best song on the album
starts side two. Acting this way is the only
song that David Sanborn (of letterman
fame) performs on his sax and the rest of
t-he Memphis horns make this song special.
The rest of the band, including Cray, just
make this song a real rock & roll winner.
Gotta change the rules and Across {he line
are two other songs that are boosted bv the
presence of the horn section. The latter" also
has the best Cray solo, of the many
throughout the record.

There are a couple exceptions to this
quality recording. I can't go home and
Laugh out loud are not the most upbeat of
songs. They are slower then the others and
there is much less Cray in these two songs.
Also, they are both blues tunes, if that
means anything.

Overall, I would say it's just as good as
his debut. Robert Cray and the ..Memphis
, horns really make the album. If you are a
/ fan of quality rock & Roll, blues and even
jazz then this album is highly recommended .

I"

-Mickty Kramer
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30 RockefeJler Plow
New York. NY 10112

NBC'S" SATURDAY NIGHT
LIVE" RETURNS FOR 14TH
SEASON OCTOBER 8; TOM
HANKS WILL HOST SHOW,
KEITH RICHARDS TO BE
MUSICAL GUEST

News Department

WARNER BROS.
i 5 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10019

"BIRD," NEW DRAMA
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY
CLINT EASTWOOD, OPENS
SEPT. 30 AT PLAZA THEATRE
IN MANHATTAN IN

EXCLUSIVE NEW YORK AREA
ENGAGEMENT
"Bird;' a compassionate dramatic portrait of jazz visionary Charlie "Bird"
Parker, produced and directed by Clint
Eastwood, will open on Friday, Sept.
30, at the Plaza Theatre in an exclusive New
York area engagement, following its
premiere performances at the New York
Film Festival 011 the evenings of Monday,
Sept. 26, and Tuesday, Sept. 27.
The new film chronicles the life of saxophonist Charlie Parker (Forest Whitaker).
The power and beauty of his style put the
"Bird" ahead of his time musically, but
elements of his life offstage had him constantly wrestling with his demons. "Bird."
takes place during the 1930s, '405 and '50s,
detailing Parker's drug problem and his
rehabilitation attempts, overlayed with his
experiences traveling on the road, his
friendships with musicians like Red Rodney
(Michael Zelniker) and Dizzy Gillespie
(Sam Wright), and the ever-present stabilizing influence of Chan Parker (Diane
Venora), the woman dedicated to him.
"Bird " is Clint Eastwood's 13th film as a
director and only the second in which he
does not appear. His directorial/starring
credits include Play Misty for Me, High
Plains Drifter. The Eiger Sanction, The
Outlaw Josey Wales. The Gauntler, Bronco
Billy, Firefox, Honkytonk Man, Sudden
Impact, Pale Rider and Heartbreak Ridge.
Forest Whitaker, who portrays Parker,
captured the Cannes Film Festival's Best
Actor Award earlier this year for his performance. The film also won a Superior
Technique Award for the picture's craftsmanship.
"Bird" is a Warner Bros. presentation of
a Malpaso Production of a Clint Eastwood
Film. Whitaker and Venora star in the film.
David Valdes was executive producer. The
Warner Bros. release was written by Joel
Oliansky, with music score by Lennie

Niehaus.
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The New York
Publ tc Library

57 Watts Street, New York, N.Y 10013
Box Office (212) 431-1590

TELEVISION

Saturday Night Live, NBC's landmark comedy showcase, will stage its 14th
season premiere October 8 (11 :30 p.m.-l
a.m. NYT; in stereo), with actor Tom
Hanks as host and rock and roll legend
Keith Richards as musical guest.
The repertory company of Dana Carvey,
Nora Dunn, Phil Hartman, Jan Hooks,
Victoria Jackson, Jon Lovitz, Dennis Miller
and Kevin Nealon return for their third
season together. Lome Michaels, creator of
the series, continues as the executive prod ucer. Jim Downey is the producer.
Hanks recently starred in the hit film
Big, directed by Penny Marshall. His
many credits include the successful comedy
series Bosom Buddies, as well as the
films Splash, Volunteers, Nothing ;1'1 Common, The Money Pit and, with SNL alumnus Dan Aykroyd,. Dragnet, His next
movie, Punclt)jne, opens at the end of
September, and features Hanks in the role
of a stand-up comedian.
SalW"dlly Night Live is a presentation
of NBC Productions. The program
originates from NBC's historic Studio 8-H
in New York.

MUSICIANS DAVID SANBORN
AND JOOLS HOLLAND WILL
BE THE HOSTS OF MUSIC·
VARIETY SERIES ON NBC TV
STATIONS STARTING DC·T. 2
Saxophonist David Sanborn, a frequent
musical guest on NBC's Late Night with
David Letterman, and keyboardist J ools
Holland, of Squeeze, will co-host
Michelob Presents Sunday Night, a onehour weekly variety series featuring music,
comedy and animation that is scheduled to
premiere on the NBC Television Stations
and ther local TV outlets Sunday, Oct. 2.
The seven NBC stations will launch the
series immediately following the sign-off of
the dosing ceremonies of the Summer
Olympics on NBC-TV. and subsequently
will telecast the program following The
George Michael Sports Machine, Other stations plan to present the series in Sundaynight time periods following the local news.

It's Bruce Hornsby and the Range's second album, Scenes from the Southside,
, and I didn't know what kind of show to expect. His music, a combination of rock with
elements of blues and country, is a distinct
sound. However, although, I knew his
alfium,
man and the band behind the
music was still a mystery..
After his opening song "Look Out Any
Window" they played "Jacob's Ladder,"
originally written for Huey Lewis. When
the song started two men came on from
backstage, one man, bald, and dressed in
a suit was dancing like he was a teenager
again, and the other man, much younger
was doing funky dance moves. Both were
having a great time on stage encouraging
the audience to get into the song. Nobody
knew who they were, but it was great watciting them dance. Everyone was on their
feet with applause at the end of the song,
and it was then that Hornsby told us who
the two people were; it was the band's bus
driver and his cousin Frankie. The two, we
were told, enjoyed this song in particular,
and wanted to dance on stage when they
played it. Hornsby is a very relaxed performer, and he was just letting the fun happen naturally.
Second in talent to Hornsby was Peter
Harris. His diverse talents on keyboard,
mandolin and guitar made the audience appreciate the "range." of Bruce Hornsby
and the Range.
The Vatley Road had everyone, once
again, on their feet, and the Beacon theatre
was alive with music and oblivious to the
streets of N.Y. outside for a short time. For
the encore they played "Defenders of the
Flag," which left everyone wanting more.
But the lights came on, and the magic was
over.
Bruce Hornsby, as a child loved the
IUliw...he.told us..-&l,-~. '!:'fheOkf .
Playground" to Don of the Knicksgave the
song real meaning. Old Knick Basketball
fans in the audience cheered. A basketball
was passed around to each band member
during a break in the song, and each had
some kind of specialty move. Hornsby also
told of how it was sixteen years ago that he
was just a stock boy, down in Virginia
Beach. listening to the radio. A real success
story.
On September 24, Bruce Hornsbv the
Greatful Dead and Susanne Vega
at
Madison Square Garden performing for the
benefit of the world's forests. Hornsby
too k some time to relate the astonishing
statistics about .he world's rate of
deforestation.
Melissa Etheridge opened for Hornsby.
She had a good rock sound that was
reminiscent of Patty Smythe. and early Pat
Benatar. The audience enjoyed her Performance, but were anxious to see the real
show get under way. Perhaps, we'll be hearing more of Melissa Etheridge on the charts
some time soon.

NANDU, a Love Story Starring
FREE GUITAR CONCERT AT
Imogen Stubbs, with Daniel
JEFFERSON MARKET LIBRARY
Day Lewis, Has Its American
Premiere September 28 at Film ;.:; The NYPL's Jefferson Market Branch,
Forum 1
425 Sixth Ave., will host guitarist Ken

the

''; Wade in a free concert on Wednesday,
Oct. 5, at 6:30 p.m, Mr. Wade is a per. : former and songwriter whose repertoire in. : eludes ragtime, traditional and country
: : blues. He has given performances in
: : hospitals, schools, senior centers and at
i'; fund raising events and has recorded a re: i cent album. His music reflects his extensive
: ~ travels and his passion for the American
: .: song.

Film Forum is proud to present the
American premiere of NANOU, a new
British film directed by Conny Templeman
and starring Imogen Stubbs, beginning
Wednesday, Sept. 28. Stubbs, who
received excellent reviews it) the recently
released production A SUMMER STOR Y
("Stubbs is nothing short of remarkable"
The Los Angeles Herald Examiner; "A .:
magical screen presence" - The Los Angeles :.:
Times),
is
at
the
center
of
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
photography student travelling in France,
she shacks up with a fiery-eyed workingOFFERS VOTER REGISTRATION
class revolutionary. Played with plenty of
sexual charisma by Jean-Philippe Ecoffey,
FORMS AND INFORMATION
(who vaguely) resembles Rudolf Nureyev),
AT ALL BRANCHES
he offers her a dramatic alternative to her
veiy- proper British boyfriend played by
Daniel Day Lewis. NANOU, a first direcWith the presidential election just one
torial effort, is on its surface a study in conmonth away, The New York Public Library
trasts: French and English cultural tradiis offering applications for voter registrations, middle and working class modes of
tion and enrollment by mail in all 81 of its
behavior, bourgeois geniality and radical
neighborhood branches in Manhattan, the
bravado. But at its heart it is a film about
Bronx, and Staten Island. The postmark
the differences between one man and one
deadline for mail registration this year is
woman and about the subversive allure of
October 11, 1988.
sexual passion.
The voter registration forms - in both
NANOU will have a 2-week engagement,
English and Spanish are available
September 28-0ctober ~ 1, atfilIP Forum 1.
tbmugh each brftflclt's £ommmrity- infor57 Watts Street, Monday-Friday; 4, 6, 8, 10
mation Service (CIS). The CIS also has in/ Saturday-Sunday: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.
formation about polling places and street
directories that can help determine a resident's election district. Each branch also
has a variety of biographical materials
about city, state, and federal elected
: representatives and candidates for office.
;

FILm FORum '~l

-----------.\,~:
57 Watts Street, New York. N Y 10013
,\\\~\\\'

Box Office. (212) 431-1590
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109 EAST SOth STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y. 10022-6862

EAVESDROPPING ON TABLES
By Jon Teta To Open At The
Trocadero, September 29, 1988

On Sunday, Oct. 2, 1988 at 3 p.m.
West German Organist, Ekkehard Schneck
The new, expanded edition of
will perform the opening recital of the
Eavesdropping on Tables, written by Jon
Great Music Series of S1. Bartholomew's
Teta and co-directed by Teta and Kevin
Church. Mr. Schneck is the organist and
Osborne. will premiere Thursday,
..
director of music at the Basillica in Trier.
Sept. 29 at 8:00 p.m. at The Trocadero, 368
West Germany. His program will include
Bleecker S1. (at Charles Street), New York
works by Bach, Liszt, Bossi, Guilmant,
City.
Langlais and Heiller. A contribution of $5
The cast includes: Terry Ashe-Croft, Tom
will be requested at the door. St. BarDeming. Henderson Gilleland, Jerry
tholomew's Church is located at Park
Holste. Gianin Loftler, Kevin Osborne.
Avenue and 50th Street in Manhattan.
Joel Parsons. Paula Pizzi, Roseman' Sciar-_.__- - - rone , Wanda Tissaw.
Performance Schedule September 29
through October 14th) as follows:
RENEE WEILER CONCERT HALL
8:00 p.m. performance: Thursday,
at Greenwich House
September 29; Friday. September 30;
Thursday, October 6; Thursday. October
Lome Michaels, creator and executive
usicSchool
13; Friday. October 14.
producer of NBC's .Iandmark comedy
showcase Saturday Night Live, will be
The New York Festival of Song kicks off
10:00 p.m. performance:
the program's executive producer. The
its _premiere season. on Sunday, Oct. 9
Saturday, October 1; Friday, October 7;
show will feature a "house band,"
at 5:00 at the Renee Weiler Concert Hall, 46
Saturday. October 8.
augmented from time to time by guest
Barrow St. in Greenwich Village. Come
musicians from various musical genres, as
hear Lyrics by Shakespeare with music
Trocadero,
368
Bleecker
St.
(at
At:
well as interviews with guests by Holland
by composers ranging from Vaughan
Charles Street), NYC
and Sanborn.
Williams to Berloiz to John Dankworth,
Tickets:
$6
plus
1
drink
minimum.
In addition, the series will regularly
performed by singers Brenda Harris and
Reservations:
(212)
242~36.
feature comedian Kevin Meaney performBraden Harris, pianist Steven Blier, and acing stand-up material, and cartoonist Lyntress Blythe Danner. Highlights include
da Barry. starring in her own live acKabalevsky's rarely heard "Shakespeare
tion/animation segments. Tributes to imSonnets" and the Ophelia Lieder of
Brahms and Strauss. For more information
portant musicians, comprised of film clips,
call Greenwich House Music School at
PhotOgrap~.~~.,~~<.~~~. . .. '-'i'''/~''.:t.f(:,..~,";!/'.i.,''
I~'~
242-4n9>'.-'
, . . - ; _'

Book Review
Patriot Games
Berkley Publishing . $4.95

. .~ . .

By GLEN J. SPANGLER
It's been on The New York Times-Paper-
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back Best Sellers list for II weeks now, and
for much of that time it's been hovering at
No, 2, with the description, "The C.I.A. 's
Jack Ryan battles terrorists in England,
Ireland and America." Tom Clancy's profile inside the book's back cover begins
with; "He has had a private "talk with the
President of the United States, conferred
with the White House staff, lectured at the
Central Intelligence Agency and been consulted by international intelligence
experts." Now, class, knowing this much,
what would you expect Tom Clancy's
Patriot Games to be like? If you're thinking, "A good, fast-paced Robert Ludlum
type .~tion "thrilI~, ~th)p~ .o( ~utq~p~ .
~ackground," which was my guess, YOll~I'C".... .: ...
(Continued on Page 21)
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AFFY'S ....
finitely-.- IFFERENT! I

By BARBARA MEISSNER

V·

-
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Openings at
18th St 8l. 5th Ave
in Manhattan

Office of Career Services
School of Business and
Public Administration

YOU know--the name for designer
ladies, Mens & Chirdrens fashions. at
"deep-discounted" prices, NOW
look how different we are with job
opportunities.

Networking Is the answer
to not working.

The "difference" begins with a better
benefits package--NOT ONLY for full
time Associates, but many benefits
that are shared by BOTH FUll AND
PART TIME EMPLOYEES.
Competitive salaries, vacations, 100%
COMPANY PAID dental. medical,
TUmON REIMBURSEMENT (up to
100%). storewide discounts. paid sick
days, paid holidays, paid holidays on
your Birthday and date of hire
anniversary.

I
/

/

I.)

Don't miss these eventsMark your calendar.

I

!iii

1,--Career Day
October 6, 1988
Administrative Center Lounge
135 East 22nd Street
12:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.

AND WE'RE FLEXIBLE WITH YOUR...
nME SCHEDULE & EXPERIENCE
Right now we have immediate openings for FUll & PART-TIME
Sales Associates and Trainees for all sorts of time schedules; DAY,
EVENING or WEEKEND.

Speakers
Door Prizes
25 Company Representatives

Because DAFFY'S is in ALL THE RIGHT PlACES, you won't have to
travel far for this opportunity. Being a neighbor. you know the environment is friendly. relaxed and comfortable.

Business attire required.

So whether you're a "RETAil-PRO", a STUDENT, or a RETURNEE
coming back to the workforce looking to B-R-E-A-K in to RETAll-DAFFY'S could make a "DIFFERENCE" in your life!

Symposium:
Caleers in Finance

If you'd like to find out more, call
the Store Manager or stop by the store.

212-529-4477
111

September 29, 1988
Faculty Lounge
155 East 24th Street
12:45 p.m.. 2:00 p.m.

Fifth Avenue (18th St.)

DAFFY S
9

a.on•• G • • • • •-.5 FOII .......IOIUl. . .S
. --- - E~al Opportuni1y1:mr:>lover"MlF

Speakers:
Sharon Hornick

The CPA

Assistant Vice Pres/dent
Corporate Flnanc/a'
Recruiting Cltlbank

John Paino, CPA
Director of Regulatory
Dfwelopment
Coordinator of the Exsminer
Training Program
The New York
Stock Exchange

aItema.... e.
The Kaplan CPA Review.
_
No large, impersonal, crowded lecture
halls. No darkened rooms with video
instructions where you're allowed only
15 minutes to ask questions.
Kaplan's way is your way. You get to set
your own schedule. You get to review at
your own pace. There are workbooks that
virtually eliminate note-taking. And best
of all, a 24 hour, 7 day-a-week CPA Review
hotIine where you can get prompt answers
to your CPA 'questions.
Interesting, isn't it? Call us to find out
more. And ask about our "Special Team
Tuition" discounts.

Sarah Sturtevant
Second Vice President
Coordinator of the Fill a nciaI
Advisor Associate Program
Sanford Bernstein
& Company
George Hanley
Vice President of Flnancla'
Planning
The Prudential
Buslne•• attl,. recommended.

-LAN

1

Col.

$ponsond by the Economics and Finance
SocIety, .... Baruch
Quality of ute Fund and .... OffIcI of ea...
8enIces (S8PA).

STANLfl H.IAPlAN EDUCA1IOtW aNTIR LTD.

Call Days, Evenings, Even Weekends

212-977-8200
131 West 56 Street (Between 6th & 7th Ave)
NewYork, N.'l10019
_
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RAP FILE NO.3

.tI.udio

Boogie Down
Productions (B.n.r.)
By DAVID BANKS

After the death of Scott La Rock in the
late summer of 1987. many people felt that
KRS-One (Scotts' rapper) would not take it
well enough to do another album.
However, he shocked all of them when he
released his "By All Means Necessary" LP
making it one of the best street albums ever
made in the rap industry.
B.D.P. (Boogie Down Productions) label
themselves as a politically orientated rap
group, not because they point th-eir fingers
at political problems but because they
educate people how to deal with them.
KRS-One posed on both of the groups
albums with guns, yet they consider
themselves a world-wide peace organization. They believe that the concept of
violence on their album covers will attract
the violent youth. Well it certainly has and
the twenty two year old genius has made a
smash of a record. The record s hard the
rhymes are dope and the message is
definitely positive. By All Means Necessary
teaches black people not to be stereotypical
concerning rap, KRS-One grabs the concept
of drug dealers living in the streets in a different way that most rap artists wouldn't
even think about and in the album he
breaks down in simplicity that the rap audience must grow up. He stated on his Stop
The Violence single that "If all we do is
communicate negative actions to the young
mind we can expect nothing in return."

Too•••
Whe·n it's
time to buy
a Receiver.

By All Means Necessary is not a
danceable album but it has made KRS-ONE
the teacher of hip-hop. His lyrics; (some
people wish to destroy this scene called hiphop I but I won't droplnot I or Scott La
Rock) is just a sprinkle from what he does
in his album.
My Philosophy, one of KRS-One's
strongest cuts has "dope" (ttle best) rhymes
by straightening out rappers who are hung
up on themselves but can't earn the respect
they should because they're too
stereotypical. Illegal Business is a stronger
cut with exerpts of Fat Albert and dope
rhymes by KRS-Qne on the issue of drug
dealers. I'm Still #1 and Stop The Violence
are the strongest songs on the album. I'm
Still #1 kills the old school rapper concept
while Stop The Violence warns us that hiphop will decay if we continue to act rational
every time there is a concert. This album is
one that can relate to the hip-hop community, therefore can say alot in the benefit of a
new rap artist or the regular hoodlum in the
street. There is only one thing that makes
the album immature and thats when he
starts disrespecting the Juice Crew artists,
and B-Boy records. Nevertheless the album
is good on a whole and puts hip hop on a
deeper level.

In two weeks.
The Rap teacher, KRS-One, scltools the public logically about life and rap music ill B.D.P.'s latest
album "By All Means Necessary.
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Okay, you've finally decided to upgrade
your stereo system. What's a good place to
start? The receiver is as good as any.
A receiver is still an integral part of any
system today, not only because you can get
free music, but because more and more
receivers are being made which allow you
about as many video options as audio ones,
including signal processing and switching.
Any receiver is a fairly complicated product. Even the most rudimentary types have
a stereo power amplifier, a control
preamplifier, and an AMIFM tuner. If
your main concern is receiving high-quality
sound, you can make your buying decision
smooth and easy by concentrating first on
the receiver's basic amplifier, tuner, and
preamplifier capabilities. I would like to
begin with the amplifier section.
Your greatest concern with a receiver's
amplifier is its power. Naturally, the power
rating of a receiver's amplifier section is one
of the biggest factors determining price.
There's no simple recommendation on how
much power you' need: there are just too
many variables. Most people have 40 to 60
watts per channel (adequate), but having
more power than you need is always better
than having less. This is not a joke as
much as it is honesty. Insufficient power
can affect your sound quality as well as
damage your speakers more easily than excess power can. If an amplifier "clips" the
signal at output tevels greater 'than "it was
designed for, it will' generate high-energy,
high-frequency harmonics that most
tweeters simply can't handle.
Here are some general rules to keep in
mind:
(I) High-efficiency speakers need less
power, low-efficiency speakers more power
(check your speakers' sensitivity rating)
(2) Bigger rooms with/without multiplespeaker systems require more power;
smaller rooms with a single pair of speakers
need less power.
(3) The louder you play your music, the
more power you'll need for dean sound. If
you listen only to low-level background
music, don't waste your money on a lot of
power - unless you have extremely inefficient speakers (again, check your speakers'
sensitivity rating).
If you are trading up to a new receiver,
remember that you have to double the
power output to hear a barely noticeable
3-dB increase in volume. This reflects the
old corollary that states, "In order for your
ears to hear a two-fold increase in volume,
the actual power must increase ten-fold."
So if you have a 4O-watt receiver now, you
would need at least an 80·watt model to
notice any increase in volume. The same
theory also applies in comparing receivers;
small differences in power ratings are, for
all practical purposes, insignificant. .

."

." ..

... '

Manufacturers often call a receiver (or
other hi-fi product) "digital ready." This
term simply indicates that the product can
handle the short-term dynamic peaks found
on some CDs. A recording that requires an
average power of 5 watts to reproduce, may
include a cymbal crash (or pyromaniacal
screeching guitar bend) that draws several
hundred watts, but only for a moment in
time. The specification that indicates
whether an amplifier can control such
peaks is known as its dynamic headroom.
The dynamic headroom is a measure of
reserve power for ephemeral peaks. An
amplifier without sufficient dynamic
headroom will sometimes clip musical
.peaks even when it is operating at a
moderate average level (happens to all). A
dynamic-headroom rating of 0.75 to 1.5 dB
is so-so, asi asi; 1.75 to 2 dB is quite good;
everything above 2 dB is excellent.
The clipping headroom is a less useful
specification. This tells you more about
how conservatively an amplifier is rated
than about how well it performs. How much
continuous power above its rating can this
amplifier deliver before it clips! That is the
question the clipping headroom answers.
If you have a sole penchant for connecting more than one pair of speakers to your
receiver, 1001< only at models which have
low-impedance drive capability. The more
speakers you connect, the lower your total
impedance will be. If you connect, let's say,
two pairs of 4-ohm speakers, the total impedance will be 2 ohms, and many amplifiers
react poorly to a load impedance so low. Only look for models rated to handle 2-ohm
loads, or at least the ones that are rated for
more power into 4 ohms than into 8 ohms.
Beware of the suspicious-looking receiver
whose amplifier section does not have a
4-ohm rating.

The total harmonic distortion (THO) has
become a relatively unimportant specification these days. Hi-fi salespeople will,
however, still refer to THD during their
pitch, so let's take a closer look at this
mouthful of a spec. Total harmonic distortion is the appearance of harmonics of the
,. applied input-signal atthecutput or-all' electronic component, in this case a receiver. In
other words, THD consists of unwanted additions to the program signal - simply
stated, noise. Though it is easy to measure
THO, and compare ratings between
models, the THD of most receivers today is
so humble - well below the border of hearing (human) - that it can virtually be
disregarded.
A far more important spec is the rated
signal-to-noise ratio (SIN). This tells you
how low the noise level is relative to the
music itself, or how many parts noise to
how many parts music? The higher the
SIN, naturally the better. In most cases I've
noted, the tape, aux, and CD inputs have a
higher SIN than the phono input. A pleasant figure for the phono input is 75 to 80
dB; everything above 85 dB is excellent.
Ideally speaking, the other inputs should
have a rated SIN of at least 80 dB - some
receivers are indeed rated at 100 dB - on
these so-called "high-level" inputs (i.e.,
CD, aux, and tape).
The frequency response (FR) rating tells
how accurately the receiver actually
reproduces the tonal qualities of music
(again, what is "high-fidelity?"). A. "flat"
response means less variation across the
audio spectrum. So, the "flatter" the better, because you want to hear the music, not
the bastardizations of music. or the
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amplifier's own derivative of the music just the music. Every receiver from a
reputable manufacturer will have a frequency response that covers the range 20-20,000
Hz, the full spectrum of (normal) human
hearing. The differences appear in the
amount of deviation within that specified
range. An FR rating that doesn't delineate
the deviation (as "+" or "-" X dB) is
garbage, it's meaningless. A good receiver
will vary no more than 1 dB in the range 20
Hz to 20 kHz (" + " or "- " 0.5 dB), and
preferable models vary no more than "+ "
or" -" 0~25 dB, sometimes even less.
Those are the ones you 'II be satisfied to part
money for.
f----- ---
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Book Review
(Continued from Page 19)
mostly right.
Jack Ryan is, in some ways, a younger
version of Tom Clancy. Both are IrishAmericans who have lectured at the C.I.A.
In fact, it could be that this is Clancy's
,I daydream of what could (or could have)
I daydream of what could or could have hap: pened to him. Ryan, an ex-marine, hap.to foil an attack on the Prine and Princess
I of Wales. Clancy uses them exclusively, but.
never mentions their actual narnes- Gee, I
wonder who they're supposed to be? Well,
anyway, for reasons we slowly find out, this
eventually makes him, his wife and his fouryear-old daughter targets themselves.
Ryan uses his loose ties to the C.I.A. to
make a place for himself in the investigation
aimed at destroying the small Irish terrorist
, group responsible for it all.
Fast paced? Well, that was one part of
my guess that didn't quite make it. There
, are three major parts of the novel where
: things stay fast and exciting, for a while- if
. you read it you'll know what I mean. But
for the most part Patriot Games makes
Ludlum's The Bourne Identity and The
: Bourne Supremacy 1001 like a videotape of
.... - -
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the Indi 500 played at "fast forward." One
reason is that Ludlum's danger was constant and immediate, and for the greater
part of Patriot Games the danger looms on
the horizon. This does create suspense, but
at least one reader found himself thinking,
"Get on with it!." There are also times
when, showing the boring and frustrating
side of intelligence work, Clancy runs a
serious risk of boring and frustrating the
reader.
What about authentic
background?
,
Well, Clancy does tell it like someone who's
been in the buildings and spoken to the people of the C.I.A.. He gives numerous
details that ring true; Clancy's C.I .A. is a
complex bureaucracy where not everything
works . as it 'should and the wallpaper is
drab. Sounds about right to me. Some of the
larger, plot-turning events are a bit harder
to swallow. Coincidences are too large, and
impossible odds are overcome too easily.
That sort of thing.
.
But all in all, Patriot Games is an entertaining novel. Reading a chapter each night
was not a labor I performed only to get to
the end. I enjoyed it. It's just a question of
how much. Ludlum's Bourne novels were
phenomenal; Patriot Games is just good.

The author of Patriot Games: Tom Clancy,
---
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getting into the swing of things. With
Baruch trailing, she made two well-placed
spi kes and one loud smash over the
blockers. They were playing well as a team
and cruised to a 15-11 victory.
The third game appeared as if it would be'
a "quick and painless" ending for Marymount. They clearly looked- outclassed and
when Baruch grabbed a 7-0 lead it looked as ,

·ifitwouldbeav~yq~ckgame.~elook

I know they started already, bur.,;
The men's soccer team is off to a sluggish
start. After two games, the men have a loss
and a tie. With some Freshmen additions
and some mid-season returnees, this team
should be back on the winning track. They
had a fine record of IQ.S last year and, with
Coach Anthony Henry's leadership, they
should once again post a winning season.
Let's take a closer look, position by position: Goalie- The goalie, as you might expect, plays a vital role in a winning soccer
team, Baruch will use two goalies this year.
Last year's start;la, Gary S1. Joy is an experienced starter. He is agile and good at
defending aerial shots on goal. His major
drawback is his size. Coach Henry hopes he
can drop some weight, which would increase his speed. S1. Joy will share the playing time this year with freshman, Richardo
Ville. He too, is agile, but is even quicker
because he's much smaller. Henry describes
him as a "brave little guy." So far, the two
have split playing time in the two games"
The sweeper is the last defender before
the goalie. So, his job is usually defense.
Baruch has an exception. Louis Isaie
Pierre, this year's co-captain and last year's
MVP, is the strength of the defense. He
also engineers a lot of the offensive plays.
In fact, he has amazingly led the tearn in
goals. He plays aggressively and as a captain, is a motivator.

~L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ _~_ _~~_
. . ,;

cados were looking to kill every ball and
they lost a little concentration. Even when
the score was 11-3 you got the feeling that
this match wasn't over. Sure enough,
Marymount fought back to tie the game at
]4. They scored seven straight points to tie
the game; quite a comeback. It was now
time for Baruch to show some pride, Even
though they won the first two games, they
didn't want to lose this one. Once again, it
was time for Reinoso to lead the way, She
made two fine shots; one to tie the game at
15 and the other to give her team the lead.
The team got their poise back and finally
completed the sweep, 18-16.
After the game, the team was Quite nleased with its latest victory. Liao, who is
very vocal on the court, commented, "I
think we all played well so far, especially today. We have a good team." Burnett added, "I'm beginning to expect this all the
time. "
The Baruch ladies volleyball team has
next to no experience. Yet in this game, all
their talents seemed to gel. They still have a
lot of work to do if they want to play consistently well all the time, but they are on
their way,
.
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By MICKEY KRAMER
What service.
On Friday Sept. 16, the women's
volleyball team opened its home
schedule. Playing with vigor and-skill, they
swept past their opponents in three straight
games, 15-9, 15-11 and 18-16.
They started their season out on a sour
note, losing three of their first four, but on
this day, they weren't to be stopped. A
quick 4-0 lead in the opening-game seemed
to give the ladies confidence. Early in the
match, both teams showed the ability to gain
quick points on serves. After some sloppy
play, Marymount College was able to tie the
gune a: six. Someone needed to take
charge. Pilar Reinoso, the captain and coathlete of the month, then took the game into her own hands. She made four excellent
serves and the score was' quickly 10-6.
Marymount would get close only once more
in the first game. The score was 10-9 and
once again Baruch took advantage of their
.fine group of servers. This time, it was
Tracy Evans who cranked out three serves
which Maryrnount could barely lay a hand
on. The Marymount team would not score
another point in Game One. The other coathlete of the month took over the rest of
the first game. Stephanie Varcados made
two good hits and a block and then- surprise, surprise- finished off Game One
with two strong serves of her own.
Varcados' fine play would carryover into
Game Two. By the time Baruch was leading
4-2, she had already made three wellexecuted hits. Not to be overlooked during
this hitting spree is Helen Liao, who was
making almost-perfect sets. Evans was also

The wing and center backs are the three
defensive players who stand in front of the
sweeper, Vladimir Catet mans the center
defensive position. He works very well with
Pierre. The left and right wings are played
by co-captains Issac Perez and Ramsey
Delva, who together add consistency, experience and stability to the game.
The halfbacks are the players who handle
the mid-field. They are very important
because they contribute offensively and
defensively, Joseph Romain is the leader of
the group. Colin Roach is the team's
playmaker, He sets
the forwards with
passes. Kenny Philips is a steady defensiveminded player. Also manning the midfield
is Richard Dennery who Henry says has a
lot of potential.
The forwards are the goal scorers. These
are the men who make things happen on offense. Israel is a three-year veteran. He is a
fine dribbler and is expected to produce this
season. Another forward expected to put
goals in the net is Savvas Toumanidis.
Anthony Henry has been a coach for
quite a few years. He is confident that his
team will have a successful year. His
coaching philosophy is, "I want to have a
well motivated, aggressive and technically
sound team ... I stress positive attitude and
a strong desire to win."
Here's a team that has had fine seasons in
the past and there is no reason to expect
otherwise this year.
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THEBARUCH Tennis Team
ATHLETE
Sizzles
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Blowout
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By MATI AUBRY

By MICKEY KRAMER

And the envelope please ...
It's the moment we've all been waiting
for; The Ticker will be paying monthly
tributes to the finest of our many hard
working athlets.
Fittingly, for the month of September,
we will honor two athletes. In a month
where action is just beginning, two ladies
tied for the award. The two are teammates,
in fact. One is a·three-year veteran while the
other is a rookie.
And the winners are ...
Pilar Reinoso and Stephanie Varcados.
Reinoso is the only veteran on this year's
volleyball team. She is the captain and one
of the starting setters. Reinoso has played
well in all the early season games, but
especially in the home opener versus
Marymount , She started the game setting
for her teammates, but later got a
chance to spike.' The captain made the most

of it. In Baruch's three-game sweep she
connected GIl seven- smashes, She also added many quality sets and some excellent
serves. Varcados is a first-year player, but
has shown enough talent to her coaches to
become a starting player. Besides playing
well in the back court and serving superbly
(she had four service winners), she was the
most intimidating hitter on the court. She
was at her best early in Game Two when she
hit three bullets, which set the tone for the

The Baruch Women's Tennis Team
started offtheir season with a bang, They
practically swept New. Jersey's Ramapo
College in their first match of the year. The
8 match to 1 victory was an apt beginning to
a season which Coach Bill Eng looks to
with a lot of optimism.
After having their first scheduled match
cancelled by' New York Maritime, the
Women's Tennis Team seemed to say,
"Come one come all," with the stunning
blowout over RamaPO. Everyvictory was in
straight sets and the only loss came as a
result of a last minute substitution on the
third doubles team.

is-llmn.:
Coach Elizabeth Burnett spoke highly of
both, "They are willing to learn, I like the
way she (R~inoso) takes charge and they're
a lot of fun." The two honorees were both
surprised and pleased when told of the
award. Varcados glowed, UI never received
such an honor."
So, there you have it; a well deserved,
long overdue honor. And congrats to our
first two winners.

"We didn't think
it would be this easy...
It was fun. " Jackie Secaria
Every victory was an impressive one. Cocaptain Jackie Secaria won her match handily (6-0, 6-0, as did other Co-captain Joy
Martin (6-2, 6-1). Coach Eng was most impressed by his new #1 & #2 players;
sophomores, Catherine Assimacopoulos,
who beat Monica Brito (6-0, 6-1) and
Orapin Loesvidwya, who beat Brito's sister
Marisa, also by a 6-0,6-1 score. Eng states
that Assimacopoulos has "worked on her
game" and he expects great things from
these two In the future.
The third and fourth seeded players were
no less impressive. Karyn Cohen, a transfer

student who was top-seeded at Rockaway
College, won her match without much difficulty (~2, 6-3). Ana Daniels. a full-time
evening studentwho IS"in her forties and
work full time, showed her young. opponent that experience is hard to beat with her
6-3, 6-1 victory.
In doubles matches, with one exception,
the Baruchians again proved their superiority. Secaria and Loesvidwyawon over. the
Brito sisters: 7-6, 6-2. Assimacopoulos
paired with bright newcomer Susan Brooks
to.. top the.seconQ J~J~JD,~PQ Je~.1.~JJ __H)..
Coach Eng was quite pleased with the
teams' performance but was not surprised
in the least. "As they (Ramapo) were warming up I could see we were going to win. "
Eng sees this as a promising start to a
season in which the team is trying to top
their 10-3 record of last year. If the team
keeps playing as they did in this match they
will also better their second place finish in
the CUNY Conference and third place
finish in last season's Conference playoffs.
;. As for future games, Eng sees their
match against Manhattan College as a
"good test." He also sees rival Mt. 51. Vincent, to whom Baruch has lost in the Hudson
Valley Championship the last two years. as a
challenge in addition to Hunter and Staten
Island Colleges.
A closing note on the possible use of the
Armory as a site for home-games this year.
Coach Eng says, "There are too many
obstacles to do anything about it this year. "
In the meantime anyone wanting to view a
home-game of the Tennis Team has to
travel up to Lehman College in the Bronx.
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